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PREFACE 

In this twenty-eighth issue of the CYRI C Annual Report, we summarize the 

activities in research and development, and in training of radioisotope safe-treatment at the 

Cyclo甘onand Radioisotope Center ( CYRI C) during the calendar ye訂 2007.

Research at CYRI C was carried out in the fields of nuclear physics, nuclear 

chemistry, material sciences, nuclear medicine using P回‘（oncology,brain study, 

pharmacology), radiopharmaceutical chemistry, health physics, nuclear instrumentation, 

nuclear medical engineering (diagnosis and therapy technology), nuclear engineering佃 d

elemental analysis using PIXE. 

Developments and improvemen臼 onnuclear instruments and techniques have 

progressed; one of the 2007 highligh臼 isthe success of observation of ,.., lmm size tumors 

implanted on a back of mouse with an ultra high spatial resolution semiconductor P町

constructed at 2006. 

Both the K=llOMeV AVF cyclotron and K=12 MeV AVF cyclotron were steady 

operated in this ye訂.A to飽lof 2660 hours of beam-time of the K=llO MeV and HM12 

cyclotrons were delivered for scheduled operation in research work. The high resolution 

beam has been realized at the 41 course to study the exotic nuclear exited states such as the 

alpha condensation in the nuclei, and this high quality beam was also used for the detector 

developments. The 32 course, where the high intensity neutron beam has been supplied 

for the study on the soft error of the semiconductors, was improved to be able to supply 

high intensity ion beam to investigate the radiation damage of the silicon detectors. In 

recent years, a research progr，但non charged-particle radiotherapy has been planed at 

CYRIC. A horizontal beam-irradiation system has been developed for proton therapy 

experiments on small animals by using an 80ふ~eV proton. Beam tes臼 ofwobbled-beam 

and spot-beam scanning inョdiationswere successfully performed. Biological properties of 

the therapeutic proton beam provided from the irradiation system have been investigated 

based on not only the irradiation experiments on tumor cell lines but also on mice into 

which murine tumor cells were transplanted. 

Routine productions of (18円FDG (38 preparations), [1ヤ］FRP-170 (8), 

[11C]methionine ( 11), [11C]doxepin (22), [11C]raclopride ( 11), [11C]donepezil (18), [11C]BF・

227 (30) and [150]water for clinical PET studies were carried out without any serious 



trouble. A clean room for two laminar flow hot cells dedicated PET radiopharmaceutical 

preparation was constructed in the cyclotron hot laboratory in March. An automated 

miniature module for preparation of a new 18F-labeled制nyloidimaging agent (later, it was 

named [18円FACT)was developed and installed in the clean hot cell. At the same time a 

new Nb target system for [18F]fluoride production was also introduced to the HM・12

cyclotron and they were jointly examined for reliable and reproducible preparation of 

[1町FACT. Several preclinical preparations were successfully completed. 

"Molecular Imaging Programヘsupportedby a JST gr釦 tfor “research and 

education in molecular imaging”， hぉ beenso fruitful and CYRIC has been always playing 

an important role as the site for basic and clinical experiments. Clinical studies on 

[18円FACThave been actively conducted. First results of translational research regarding JJ-
amyloid imaging with [11C]BF-227 was published in Journal of Nuclear Medicine and later 

awarded. Other routine tracers have been supplied to P町、 studiesas before. [18円FDG

study is still active, expanding the research topic to the examination of shoulder joint 

muscles and rehabilitation medicine. Using [18円FOGP回二 CYRIC has been making an 

important contribution also to the multicenter study project on diagnosis of early 

Alzheimer’s disease (SEAD-J). Clinical application of [11C]doxepin and [11C]donepezil to 

pathophysiological evaluation of various stress disorders is ongoing. [150]Water resulted 

in various excellent papers regarding cognition and memory. 

The research progr卸nonPIXE如 alysishas been carried out by using electrostatic 

accelerator (4.SMV Dynamitron) at the FぉtNeutron Laboratory, Graduate School of 

Engineering, Tohoku University, under the scientific tip up between CYRIC and FNL. 

This ye民 theterminal equipment, the control system and the acceleration tube of the 

Dynamitron accelerator were upgraded. During the period of this upgrading, micro-beam 

formation system has been re-developed and now it is applicable to a simultaneous 

measurement of in-air/in-vacuum PIXE analysis, RBS, SEM, STIM and 3D _-CT. A total 

of 352 hours of beam-time was served to this program, which became shorter due to this 

upgrading. The life time of the new ion source and the voltage stability of the accelerator 

were improved by this upgrading. Research studies using Micro-PIXE analysis, STIM 

analysis, and Micron-CT are routinely carried out. 

The training for radioisotope safe-treatment was carried out as usual. In 2007, a 

to凶 of988蜘 ffs and studen臼 ofTohoku University took three courses: 1) Radioisotopes 

and radiation generators ( 499 trainees), 2) X-ray machines and electron microscope (395), 

and 3) Synchrotron Radiation (94). The number of trainees in this year increased by about 

ten percents compared with the previous year (907). The English classes for each course 

were practiced for 65 foreign students and scientists. 
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in a several % enrichment. In the present study, high resolution measuremen胞 havebeen 

carried out with the low-background condition. A sample of the g祖nmaray spectrum is 

illustrated in Fig. 7, showing, in deed，由eresolved two p伺 b at E8= 121泥 25and 123.08 

keV. The yield ratio of these two componen包 is:

y(l21.7825keV)/y(l23.08keV)=0.837/0.163. 

The to旬Icoun臼 ofthese composite peaks is 115,963 counts, yielding e.g. for the 123.08・

keV g-ray, 115,963 x 0.163=18,902 counts. 

Summary 

By p飽 kanalysis, for出eprominent peaksぉ listedin Table2, thermal-neutron 

capture cross-section ratio 加 been determined to be a{154Eu)/a{152Eu)= 

55,923n21567=0.075. Further analyses of activated data for other nuclide listed in table 1 

may yield more precise neutron flux, by which we are able to deduce the absolute Cross-

sections a{154Eu ) and a{1匁Eu),sep倒司tely.

References 

1) JENDLE・3.2,Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Nuclear Da胞Center.
2) L. L. Riedinger組 dN倒hR. Johnson , Phys. Rev. Cl, 2358 (1タ70).
3) W.MIαIAELIS, Nucl. Phys. A155, 21 (1970). 
4) R. A. Meyer, Phys. Rev. 170, 1089 (1968). 

Irradiated samples血血e experiment 

Table 1. Irradiated s町nplesin血ep問sent
experiment. 

Element Nuclide Half-life Amount 

Sc 46Sc 83.79d l.Og 

Co 6oco S.271y l.Og 

Au 19sAu 2.696d 0.21g 

Eu 
1s2Eu 13.542y 

1.0g 
154Eu 8.593y 

isiEu 1s2Eu 13.542y 0.33g 
153Eu 154Eu 8.593y 0.33g 

alysis. for the prominent peaks 

E.,_(keV J 1s1Eu(n,; ) 1s2Eu 153Eu(n,y) 154Eu 

coun旬 111' counts 1/s 

～122 I 121.782 97,061 287,162 
18,902 55,923 

344.3 53,097 331,856 

1085.8 7,240 102,549 

to旬i 721,567 55,923 

五両面dependentdetection effic1e 
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I. 2. Development of tl~e Surface Ionizer for the Production of Francium 

Sakemi Y., Nag<fno T., ltoh M.，】＇oshidaP.H., and Sugimoto N. 

Cyclotron and Radioisoto戸 Center,Tolwku Universi砂

Existence of an Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) of the elementary p訂ticlewould 

imply that time-reversal (T) inr組組ce如 dparity (P）訂eviolated. Searches for the EDM 

of the electron are motivated 1by the existence of charge-parity (CP) violation in neutral 

kaon decay, which is known to be equivalent to T violation. According to the standard 

model, the electron EDM is far too small to be detected, but a number of models beyond the 

standard model predict value~ for the electron EDM large enough to be observed in 

practical experiments. In p訂amagneticatoms an ・electron EDM results in an atomic EDM 

enhanced by the factor ,.., Tα2 •>. The element which has l訂gestenhancement factor is a 

heaviest alkali element francium (Fr). The Fr has no stable isotopes, and we can not make 

a concentrated sample due to a short life time. We proposed to take the Fr atoms from 

heavy-ion fusion reaction pro~uc臼 and in ect them into a laser trap apparatus, where we 

obtain a cold dense cloud of neutral Fr atoms. The key point to achieve the high precision 

search of the EDM is a production yield of Fr atoms. The goal of this project is to 

establish the experimen凶 techniqueto produce and collect the Fr atoms，仕組sportto the 

trapping chamber with high tx;ansmission efficiency，組dto get more thanl07 Fr atom的

which is the highest production rate in the world. 

Fr is produced in a heavy-ion fusion reaction between an oxygen beam and a gold 

target (180+197 Au→ 21情＋Snetc.) with the primary beam energy {E1釦，..，100 MeV) just 

above the coulomb barrier. The阻rgetconsists of a lump of gold melted and flattened onto 

the end of a nickel rod with a thickness of 50 μm (97 mg/cm2). A cartridge heater is 

configured inside the nickel rod for heating the gold target to diffuse Fr ions produced in 

fusion reaction with surface lionization. The embedded Fr from fusion reaction diffuses 

rapidly to the surface and evaporates. The francium desorbs from the target surface as 

atoms and ions according to the Langmuir-Saha equation: 
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~＝ ~exp（可ι），

where n)n0 is the ratio of ions to atoms desorbed, w/w。isthe ratio of the statistical weights 

and equals 112 for alkali atoms, Ewi; is the work function of the surface, and ~ is the 

ionization potential of the desorbed atom. Since for gold Ewi; is 5.1 eV組 d4.08eVfor民p

we have Ewρ高P.and consequently the target emits primarily Fr ions. While Fr isotopes 

can be produces in other fusion reaction, we choose to use gold as a target since it is a noble 

metal, naturally monoisotopic, and provides如 ionizingsurface for alkali atoms. 

The target is surrounded by the high temperature oven to collect all the Fr ions in the 

limited space. The ions, which stick to the oven wall, are released again as ions because 

the temperature of the oven wall is high enough to the surf ace ionization. The oven is 

heated by the 4 cartridge heaters embedded in it. The Fr ions are extracted from the 

extraction electrode placed in the side face of the oven. To prevent ions from escaping 

from oven We can achieve the small emittance Fr ion beam thanks to the small sized 

extraction hole with a radius 1 mm. The structure of the surface ionizer is shown in the 

Fig.1. The small emittance beam is quite important to仕組spoは theFr ions with high 

transmission efficiency to the lぉertrap equipment. We have performed the 3 dimensional 

electric field simulation and estimated the beam emittance with -15πmm mrad. The 

fabrication of the surface ionizer is almost completed as shown in the Fig.2, and the high 

temperature operation test is now m progress. 

The experiment to check the Fr production with the fusion reaction wぉ alsodone at 

the beam line 41 course. The gold泊rgetwith the thickness 2.5 mm and the 180 beam with 

100 MeV訂eused to produce the Fr. The Fr wぉ measuredby SSD detector by detecting 

the decaying αp訂ticlewith the energy 6.5 MeV for the 210Fr isotope. The measured 

spectrum is shown in the Fig. 3, and the further analysis to extract the fusion reaction cross 

section 1s m progress now. 

Reference 

1) S組也rsP.G且，Phys.Lett. 14 (1965) 194. 
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Figure 1. The s住uctureof the surface ionizer. The target is surrounded by the high temperature oven. 

Figure 2. The fabricated surface ionizer (left picture). The right picture shows inside the ionizer. The oven 
which has 4 cartridge heaters can be seen clearly. 
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II. 1. Construction of Proton Polarizing System for New Technique 
to Polarize Unstable Nuclei 

Tateoka M.1, Wakui T.2, Hoshino S.1, Ishida T.2, Shimada kλMiyashita Y. 1, Sato N. 1, 
Nagano T.1, Ouchi H人andShinozuka T.2 

1 Department of Physics, Tohoku University 
2Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

We propose a new technique to polarize unstable nuclei by means of a cross 

polarization. The aim of this study is to find a possibility to produce a high polarization of 

unstable nuclei with better than 10%. The highly polarized unstable nuclei would be 

useful in the study of nuclear structure. 

We use a crystal of aromatic molecules as a stopper material for low energy 

radioactive isotope (RI) beams supplied from the radio-frequency ion guide isotope 

separator on-line (RAGISOL) at CYRIC1・2>. A polarization of unstable nuclei is produced 

by using the following steps: optical excitation to produce a population difference in the 

photo-excited triplet state of pentacene molecule in the crysぬ13・4>,polarization transfer from 

electrons to protons by means of a cross田 polarization5・ベimplantationof unstable nuclei in 

the crys凶， polarizationtransfer from protons to implanted unstable nuclei. 

As the first step of the project, we have constructed a proton polarizing system, 

schematically shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a C-type magnet that produces an 

external magnetic field, a Nd:Y AG laser for the optical excitation, a microwave system for 

the polarization transfer, and an NMR system that measures proton polarization. 

The C-type magnet has a pole-face length of 100 mm and width of 30 mm. The 

gap between the poles is 51.5 mm. The magnet produces a magnetic field of 75 mT with a 

cu町・entof 6 A. A field non-uniformity measured with a hole probe at 60 mT is 4x10・2over

acrys同lvolume of7 mm diameter. The non-uniformity of the external field is sufficiently 

smaller than the internal field of the crystal. 

A crysぬlis mounted in a polarizing box placed in the center of the magnet. Figure 

2 shows the picture of the polarizing box, inside of which a microwave resonator, an 
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aluminum shield for the resonator, an NMR coil, and a pair of coils for magnetic field 

sweep are installed. The size of the polarizing box is 179×89.5×50mm. 

A Copper-film loop-gap resonator5> is used to produce an oscillating field for the 

polarization transfer. Figure ~ shows a schematic view of the LGR which is made of 25-

μm thick Teflon sheet coated on both sides with 4.4-μm thick copper metal. The copper is 

etched to create capacitive gaps in the overlapping regions of strips. The etched sheet is 

formed into a cylindrical loop which acts as an inductive element. The radius of the LOR 

is 8 mm and the axial length is 10 mm. The LOR and a microwave circuit訂einductively 

coupled by a coupling coil. An aluminum shield wound around the LOR is used to cut 

unwanted resonances which reduce Q-value of the resonator. The resonance frequency of 

the LOR is 2.6 GHz, which is the ESR frequency in the magnetic field of 60 mT. Figure 4 

shows a measured reflection coefficient and a smith chart for the LOR. 

The pair of coils is used for magnetic field sweep during the po加 izationtransfer 

from electrons to protons. The coils have 68 mm diameter and their distance is 34 mm. 

It generates a magnetic field of 10 mT by applying a current of 30 A. 

The NMR coil is wound around a support tube for the crystal. The resonance 

frequency of the coil is tuned to 2.6 MHz, which coπesponds to the resonance frequency of 

protons in a magnetic field of 60 mT. The tuning of the coil to match 50 Q is carried out 

by using a series capacitor of 160 pF and a parallel capacitor of 570 pF. The typical Q-

value of the coil is 36. 

An experiment to produce proton polarization will be carried out after an RF 

amplifier for the NMR measurement is installed. 

References 

1) Son吋aT., F吋itaM., Yamazaki A., Endo T .• Shinozuka T., Miyashita Y., Sato N., Goto A., 
Tanaka E., Suzuki T., Miyake T .• T組 igakiM.，組dWada M .• Nucl. Instr.組 dMe血.8254 (20σ7) 
295. 

2) Miyashita Y., W故国 T.,Sato N., Y細位法iA., Endo T., Fi吋i旬 M.,GotoA.,K血.osbi旬 S.,Koike 
T., Ma Y .• Mi町 aY., Miyake T., Nag組 O T., Ohguma M., Sonαla T., Suzuki T., TamwョH.,
T組成aE., Tateoka M., Yamashita W., Ukai M., Shinozuka T., Nucl. Instr. Meth., to be 
published. 

3) S.S. Kim, and S. I. Weissman, Rev. Chem. Intenned. 3 (1979) 1σ7. 
4) D. J. Sloop, H.-L. Yu, T.-S. L泊，andS. I. Weissman, J. Chem. Phys. 75 (1981) 3746. 
5) A. Henstra, T.-S. Lin, J. Schmidt, and W. Th. Wenckebach, Chem. Phys. Lett. 165 (1990) 6. 
6) A. Henstra, P. Dirksen, and W. Th. Wenckebach, Phys. Lett. A 134 (1988) 134. 
7) B. T. Ghim, G. A. Rin訂d,R. w. Q凶ne,S. S. Eaton，組dG. R. Eaton, J. Magn. Reson. Al20 

(1996) 72. 
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Figure 2. A picture of the proton polarizing 
box, which is mounted in the center of a magnet. 
A loop-gap resonator, a coupling coil，組

alwninum shield and a p創rof coils are placed 
inside the box. 
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the proton 
polarizing system. The system consists of a 
magnet, a laser for optical excitation, a 
microwave system for polarization transfer and 
anN恥1Rsystem of polarization measurements. 
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II. 2. Lase~ Ablation Ion Source for RFIGISOL 

Hoshino S人WakuiT.2, Tat~oka M人MiyashitaY.1, Shimada kλIshida T.2, Sato N.人
Naga1o T.1, Ouchi Hλand Shinozuka T.2 

1Depar的ientof Physics, Tohoku University 
2Cyclotron and Radioisoto戸 Center.Tohoku University 

The radio・frequencyion guide isotope separator on-line (RAGISOL) has been 

developed for the studies of nuclear properties such as masses, lifetimes and nuclear 

moments of neutron rich nuclei:in the medium mass region1・2>. The RFIGISOL has al釘ge

volume gぉ celland DC叩 d, RF electric fields which bring an efficient extraction of 

unstable nuclei of interest. In particul訂， itshould be powerful in ex廿acting釦 dseparating 

refractory elements. 

For test experimen也 withoutbeams from the accelerator (off-line), we have installed 

a laser ablation ion source in the RAGISOL. The ion source is placed inside the gas cell 

instead of a Uranium飽rgetfor on-line experiments， 錨 schematicallyshown in Fig. 1. A 

metallicぬrgetof a refractory el:ement is put at one end of a rod. A lens for focusing laser 

light on the target is also mounted on the rod. The lens is usually placed at the outside of 

the gas cell. By changing the lens position along the rod, we C佃 focusthe laser light on 

the target. By moving the rod along the rod axis, on the other hand, we can change the 

旬rgetposition without changing the distance between the lens and the target. A F釘aday

cup (FC) is used for monitoring ion cuπ・en臼 producedby laser ablation. The FC is 

mounted on the end of another rod in the gas cell. The position of the FC can also be 

changed by moving the rod along the rod axis. 

Figure 2 shows a picture of a vacuum flange through which the rods are inserted. 

The flange has three glass windows for laser light, for obsetving a laser spot on the target, 

and for monitoring a FC position in the gas cell. 

A Nd:YAG laser is used!as a light source for the laser ablation. The laser is a pulse 

laser having a power of 100 mJ/pulse, 5 ns-pulse width and the repetition rate of 20 Hz. By 

using the laser, we can measure the time profile of the extracted ions. Figure 2 shows a 
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measured time profile of Mo ions which are extracted from the gぉ celland accelerated to 

30 kV. The measurements are carried out for different gas pressure in the gas cell. The 

extraction time is increased with increasing the gas pressure. 

It clearly demonstrates that the ion source is useful for producing ions of re仕actory

elements. The ion source will be used for studying the ion extraction time and efficiency, 

for confirming the effect of electric fields, and for optimization of the RFIGISOL system 

before on-line experiments. 

For on-line experiments, we are planning to measure nuclear moments of the 

isomers by means of the time-differential perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC). A new 

detector system including BaF2 has being installed and tested for the TDPAC measurements. 

The first on-line TDPAC measurement will be carried out in 2008. 

References 

1) Sonαla T., Fujita M., Yamazaki A., Endo T., Shinozuka T., Miyashita Y., Sato N., Goto A., 
T組 成aE., S凹叫dT., Miyake T., T叩 ig剥 M.,Wada M., Nucl. I田 tr.組 dMeth. 8254 (20σ7) 
295. 

2) Miyashita Y., Wak'Ui T., Sato N., Yamazaki A., Endo T., Fujita M., Goto A., Kinoshita S., Koike 
T.. Ma Y ., Miura Y ., Miyake T., Nagano T., Ohgurna M., Sonoda T., Suz凶dT., Tamura H., 
T叩必raE., Tateoka M., Yamashita W., Ukai M., Shinozuka T., Nucl. Instr. Me血.8266 (2008) 
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II. 3. Test of Radiation Hardness for GaN Diode 

Narita S.1, Yamaguchi Y.1, C~iba Y.1, Sakemi Y.2, Itoh Mλ Yoshida H. 2, and Kasagi J. 3 

1Depar仰entof Electrical and Electr・・onicEngineering, Iwate Universi砂
~cyclotro~ and R，似iioisotopeCenter, Tohoku Universiザ

I 3LNSTo加初Universi砂

The wide-gap凶tridesemiconductor such as G必Jhas excellent properties in thermal, 

mechanical and chemical stabilfty, and it has been recently applied to various devices (e.g. 

light emitting device, UV sensor, and so on)1・2>. In addition to these superior properties, 

the GaN is expected to be a material for the device used in harsh radiation environments. 

Especially in high-energy colli~er experimen胞， thebeam lumino向 hぉ beenincreasing, 

and a semiconductor detector with radiation hardness is strongly desired. Several 

semiconductor materials have been considered and tested for new p訂ticledetectors3・5).

We have been developing the GaN based particle detector and successfully fabricated the 

GaN Schottky diode which h鈎highquality in electrical and optical characteristics. For 

the Gal叫diode,we have performed the test of radiation tolerance, irradiating a high energy 

electron beam. The perform叩cewas not significantly changed even after irradiating 1016 

/cm2 electronsの. In this stud~， we irradiated the diodes with high energy protons and 

evaluated the radiation hardness of the GaN material 

The Schottky barrier di9de used in this study was fabricated with GaN epi句xially

grown on n勾peSiC st郎 t則：e:. The chip size of the diode was 0ふ 0.5mm2, and the 

thickness of the GaN layer was -1800 nm. The Schottky Ni/Au electrode was put onto 

the GaN layer and the Ti/Au Ohmic contact was deposited on the SiC. The diode 

structure is shown in Fig. 1・I The diode chip W鎚 mountedon the TO・5stem. The 

current-voltage (1-V) characteristics of the diode were measured by the ultra high resistance 

meter (ADVANTEST R8340). The leakage cu町entwas well suppressed （～10 nA/cm2) 

and the breakdown voltage was typically above -40V. In optical properties, a high 

responsibility for UV light Wお 1exhibited,and clear cutoff wavelength, which corresponds 

to the band gap of GaN, was observed in the photocurrent spectra. For evaluating the 
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effect of incident protons, we prep訂・edseveral diodes and irradiated them with protons with 

various fluences, then, the 1-V characteristics were measured before and after irradiation. 

During the irradiation, the旬rgetdiodes were not applied voltage, and the output currents 

from the diode were not monitored. 

Beam irradiation wぉ carriedout at CY悶C,using a 70 MeV proton beam. The 

beam cuπent was 1.0 μA in this experiment. The degradation of the semiconductor 

detector, in principle, depends on the energy loss of the p訂ticlesirradiated in both ionizing 

(forming electron-hole p創r）叩dnon-ionizing processes in the material. Especially, the 

non-ionizing energy loss possibly makes the atomic displacement in the crys旬land it is 

considered to cause degradation of the device peげormancewhich includes increase of noise, 

lowering charge collection efficiency, and worse signal charge resolution. The non-

ionizing energy loss of a 70 MeV proton is estimated to be 4 keVcm2/gη． 

The beam profile was measured by the radioactivity of aluminum foil irradiated 

with the proton beam. After irradiating the foil, the activity was measured by the imaging 

plate. We assumed that the beam condition was stable during the irradiation, then, the 

profile me制限mentwas employed just once in priorぬ theirradiationぬ thesamples. 

The profiles along X and Y鉱 es訂eshown in Fig. 2. The proton fluences on the diode 

were obtained considering the beam cuπ・ent and these profiles. 

Fig. 3 shows the 1-V curves before and after proton beam irradiation. For the 

reference, one of the typical curves for the sample before irradiation was plotted in the 

figure. The proton fluences of each sample were 2.7xl013/cm2 for sample #1, 2.6×1014 

/cm2 for sample #2, and 2.5xl016/cm2 for sample #3, respectively. We have known that 

the output currents of the diode can be certainly fluctuated depending on the temperature 

and/or humidity of the environment. Actually, these were not controlled in our 

measurement system. Therefore, the currents could vary in every measurement. That 

might be the r伺 sonwhy the currents measured after irradiation for sample #1 and #2 were 

somewhat smaller than that of the reference sample. No significant increase in the leakage 

current for sample #1 and #2 was found, anyway. For sample #3 with proton fluences 

above 1016/cm2, the increase of the leakage cuπ・en包 wereseen, but it W槌 notconsiderably 

large. The break down voltage did not change clearly. Thus, it W鎚 supposedthat the 

degradation of the diode was not so serious. These results indicated that the GaN is a 

promising candidate for the material of future p訂ticledetectors. 

The damage effects in the performance of the semiconductor devices depend on 
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vanous parameters, suchぉ devicestructure, type and energy of particles irradiated, 

with/without applying the voltage to the device, and so on. Therefore, we should repeat 

the irradiation test with changing the experimental conditions and ensure the advantages of 

the GaN material. 

References 

1) Ruterana P., Albrecht M., Neugebauer J., "Ni出deSemiconductors”羽任LEY-VCH,(20白）
2) Adachi s，“Properties of Group-IV, III-V and II-VI semiconductors" John Wiley and Sons Ltd., 

(2005). 

3) Moll M., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 511(2003)97. 
4) Grant J., et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 546 (2005) 213. 
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II. 4. Beam Diagnosis System of the Beam Line 
for the Francium Production 

Sakemi Y., Nagano T., ltoh M., Yoshida P.H., and Sugimoto N. 

Cycloか・orand Radioisotope Center, Toho初 Universi砂

The preparation of the experiment on the search for an Electric Dipole Moment 

(EDM) of the francium (Fr) atom is now in progress at CIRIC. The key point of the 

successful experiment is to construct a high intensity Fr source (surface ionizer) with a 

production rate more than 106 p訂 ticles/sto realize the high accuracy measurement. The Fr 

is produced by the nuclear ~usion reaction of 180+197 Au→ 210Fr+ Sn , and the beam 

trans poは ofthe prim創ybe創n180 with high transmission efficiency is quite important to 

utilize the full beam for the Fr production. Also we need to measure the beam energy 

spread and beam profile on the target to estimate the Fr extraction efficiency at the surf ace 

ionizer. The 34 course at the1ぬrgetroom 3 is now upgraded for the EDM experimenぬl

project. 

To fulfill the陀 quiremep胞 mentionedabove, two kinds of beam optics are designed 

鎚 follows. The ion optics calculations have been done by the computer code 

TRANSPORT. 

1. Achromatic mode: In this mode, the beam is doubly focused at the focal plane, where 

theぬrgetof the surf ace ioniz~r is installed. The beam size should be less than 5 mm, 

which is the effective hole size of the high temperature oven of which the target is located 

in the middle. The beam size also has to be adjusted by the small elements of the 

quadrupole magnets in the be~ line. The ion optics is shown in the Fig. 1. 

2 Dispersive mode: The beam energy spread is measured with this mode. To monitor 

the energy resolution of the extracted beam, this beam line is utilized as a high resolution 

monochrometer with a maximum dispersion of 1100 mm and the horizontal and vertical 

magnification of about 1 at the focal plane. The beam viewer with ZnS is placed there and 

the beam profile is measured with the combination of the CCD C創neraand frame grabber 
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module described below. The ion optics is shown in the Fig. 2. Not only the focal plane 

at theぬrgetposition, but also the point in the beam line shown as ALM-J becomes the focal 

plane with the dispersion of about 600 mm. The ion optics can be checked with the 

m伺 surementof the horizontal length of the beam profile at the ALM-J and theぬrget

position. 

In these two modes, we do not have to change the polarity of all the quadrupole 

magne包 locatedin the beam line. The Fr fusion reaction produces many neutrons at about 

5 MeV in the旬rgetar1伺. At these energies, neutrons pose a significant radiation hazard, 

and can be quite severe to the detector. In order to realize the neutron free environment, 

we should move the Fr fromぬrgetar1伺 asan ion and transport it to the trapping room, 

located away behind a thick concrete wall in the next stage. The beam profiles for the 

achromatic and the dispersive modes訂eshown in the Fig. 3. The requested beam optics 

is achieved based on the ion optics calculation described above. The energy spread was 

estimated about 0.5 % from the beam profile size in the dispersive mode. 

The beam profile monitor using the CCD camera and frame grabber module is 

prepared for the accurate be釘nintensity and profile m関 surement. The beam intensity is 

measured by the CCD camera with the brightness of the ZnS viewer. The output signal of 

the CCD camera is transferred to the frame grabber module installed into the PCI bus at the 

windows computer. The image data has the 512×512 pixel data with 8 bit depth showing 

the image intensity. These image data is analyzed in real time to extract the horizontal and 

vertical beam distribution. To reduce the noise in the obtained image, the background 

image, which means the image taken at the beam ‘off’period, is subtracted from the image 

at the beam ‘on’period with the first image processing, so that only the beam profile is 

extracted for the further detailed analysis. The typical image data is shown in the Fig. 4. 

The length of the horizontal be創nprofile co汀espondsto the beam energy spread in the 

dispersive transport mode. The linearity of the beam intensity to the light output measured 

with this detector system should be studied in more de旬iiand now in progress with the 

comparison to measurement by the imaging plate. 
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Figure 3. The beam profile at the target position. The left is for the achromatic mode, and the right 
dispersive. 

Figure 4. The horizontal and vertical projection image of the beam profile. The left plot shows the focusing 
beam and the right is the defocusing beam. The beam structure can be seen clearly. 
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III. 1. Effect of Helium on Mechanical Properties of High Chromium 
ODS Ferritic/Martensitic Steels for Fusion Applications 

Introduction 

Hasegawa A人KakinumaN.1,Nogami S人SatouM.1,Abe K.1, 
Kasada RλKimura Aλand Jitsukawa S.3 

1 Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University 
2/nstitute of Advanced Energy，め1otoUniversi砂

3 Japan Atomic Energy Agency 

The reduced activation ferritic/martensitic (RAFM) steels are one of the candidate 

structural materials for fusion reactor1>. In the fusion reactor environment, 14 MeV 

neutron irradiation might produce displacement damage and transmutant helium (He) atoms 

in structural materials. For instance, the displacement damage will be 100 dpa and He 

concentration will be 1000 appm in RAFM steel after 10 MW  /m2 neutron wall loading. 

The displacement damage might cause an irradiation hardening at temperature below 400°C 

and the irradiation hardening might reduce facture toughness, which includes a ductile 

brittle transient temperature (DBTT) shift to higher temperatures1>. It is well known that 

He might stabilize a point defect cluster and cause the additional hardening at lower 

temperature region and the increase of swelling at higher temperature region. He atoms in 

material might diffuse to form He bubbles at the preexisting grain boundary during higher 

temperature irradiation and tend to change the fracture mode from the transgranular fracture 

to the intergranular fracture. The previous study2> in our group showed the excellent 

resistance of the ODS (oxide dispersion strengthened) RAF恥1steel against He accumulation 

at higher temperature. Almost no change of the DBTT and non-intergranular fracture of 

the 9Cr (9% Chromium）ーODSsteel were observed after He implantation up to 1000 appm 

at 550°C using the Cyclotron accelerator of CYRI C. 

Higher Cr content in the ODS steel than 9% is considered to be effective to suppress 

corrosion in fusion reactor coolant3>. The objective of this study is to investigate the effect 

of He at high temperature on mechanical properties of the high-Cr ODS steel using high 

energyα－particle irradiation by the Cyclotron accelerator. 
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Experimental 

The material used in this study was the 14Cr-ODS ferritic/martensitic steel, which 

was fabricated by a mechanical alloying (MA) process. The chemical composition of this 

material is shown in Table 1. This material includes high density ultra fine oxides, which 

were produced from original Y 203 powders during the加1Aprocess and the following heat 

treatment (1050°C x 1 h for tempering). Miniaturized Charpy V notch (CVN) specimen for 

the Cha中yimpact test was machined with the dimension of 1.5 mmx 1.5 mmx20 mm and 

the notch geometry of 0.3 mm in notch depth, 0.08 mm in notch root radius and 30° in 

notch angle. Figure 1 shows the CVN specimen shape and geometry. 

He-ion implantation was performed using 50 MeV α－particles from the A VF 

cyclotron of CYRIC of Tohoku University. The projected range of 50 MeV He-ions in a 

Fe・9Crsteel wぉ calculatedto be about 400 μm by TRIM codeの. The tandem type energy 

degrader system consisting of 2 rotating wheels was used to obtain the uniform depth 

distribution of He atoms in specimens5>. The calculated depth distribution of He 

concentration and displacement damage is shown in Fig. 2. The nominal He concentration 

was about 1000 appm. The displacement damage was about 0.37 dpa at the specimen 

surf ace and 0.28dpa in average. The implantation句mperaturewas 550°C +Iーl0°C,which 

was measured using thermocouples during the implantation test. 

The Charpy impact property evaluation and the fracture surface analysis after the 

impact test were carried out after He implantation. The Charpy impact test was carried out 

using an instrumented Charpy impact testing equipment at the Hot Laboratory of 

International Research Center for Nuclear Materials Science of Tohoku University. The 

test temperature ranged from -146°C to room temperature. The fracture surface of the 

CVN specimens after the impact test was obsetved using a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) at the same laboratory. 

Results and discussion 

The Charpy impact data of the 14Cr-ODS steel is shown in Fig. 3. Almost no 

increment of the DBTT after He implantation at 550°C was observed. The DBTT of the 

14Cr-ODS steel before/after He implantation was about -ll0°C, which was about 60°C 

lower than that of the 9Cr-ODS steel before/after He implantation. Almost no change of 

the upper shelf of the absorbed energy after He implantation was also observed. The 

upper shelf of the absorbed energy of the l 4Cr・ODSsteel was about 0.7 J before/after He 
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implan凶tion,which was about 0.2 J higher than that of the 9Cr-ODS steel before/after He 

implantation. The typical fracture surfaces for the He-implanted Charpy impact specimen 

of the 14Cr-ODS steel tested at -l46°C is shown in Fig. 4. Fracture mode for the He-

implanted region was the same as the He-unimplanted region, which was cleavage fracture. 

The Charpy impact properties (DBTT, upper shelf of the absorbed energy) of the 

14Cr-ODS steel were relatively good in comparison with that of the 9Cr-ODS steel. Since 

the 14Cr-ODS steel also showed higher resistance against the corrosion than the 9Cr-ODS 

steel as mentioned above, the 14Cr-ODS steel might be more adequate as the structural 

material for fusion reactor based on these experimental results. 
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Table 1. The chemical composition of the 14Cr・ODSferritic ste巴1(Wlit: wt.%). 
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III. 2. Evaluation of Helium Effect on Candidate Structural Materials 
for Next Generation Long-life Nuclear Plant 

Introduction 

Hasegawa A人NogamiS人SatouM人WakaiE人andAoto K.2 
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2 Japan Atomic Energy Age，舵 y

For development of the next generation long-life nuclear plant, precise prediction of 

the irradiation damage to reactor vessel and in-core component during operation is 

necessary. This study focuses on the developing the index for evaluation of the irradiation 

damage for the candidate structural materials of the next generation long-life nuclear plant 

such as SUS304 steel, SUS316FR steel and 12Cr steel (HCM 12A), which can be applied to 

reactor design method considering in司diationenvironment effect. This study also focuses 

on the developing the non-destructive inspection technique for precise unders旬ndingof 

irradiation damage progress during operation based on the index. 

The副nountof generated helium (He) is recognized as one of the promising index in 

this study. The database of mechanical property change for those materials due to He 

implantation should be established in order to verify whether He generation amount is 

adequate as the index for evaluation of the irradiation damage. Therefore, short time 

mechanical properties such as the tensile property (tensile strength and yield stress) and the 

hardness were evaluated in order to clarify the relation between He如 dtheir changes. 

Microstructure observation was also perf onned for analysis of the microstructure change 

due to He implantation. 

Experimental 

(1) He Implantation using Cyclotron 

Material in this study is the 316FR steel, which is the candidate structural material 

for next generation nuclear plants. The chemical composition of these materials is shown 

in Table 1. The specimen shape was a miniaturized tensile specimen and a rectangular 
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specimen with geometry of 5 mm×16 mmx0.3 mm. The specimen surface was 

mechanically and electrically polished into mirror state. 

The He implantation test was carried out using the A VF Cyclotron accelerator of 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center of Tohoku University. The implanted particle, 

implantation temperature and He concentration were 50 MeV He2+ ion, about 550°C and 

about IO appm (implantation rate: about 0.3 appm/h), respectively. Helium was uniformly 

implanted from the specimen surface to about 400 μm in thickness by using a rotating 

energy degrader consisting of Al foils. Figure 1 shows the depth distribution of He 

concen仕組onand displacemen,t damage in the specimen calcula低dby S悶Mcode. The 

displacement damage in an iron produced by 50 MeV He2+ ion wぉ about2×10-4 dpa per 1 

appm-He. The implantation temperature was measured using a thermocouple during 

implantation test, which was spot-welded to one of the implanted specimens. 

(2) Tensile Test 

Tensile除stfor the He implanted tensile specimen was performed using an Instrmト

type multi-purpose testing machine (INTESCO Co., Ltd.) at Radio Isotope Laboratory of 

Tohoku University. The test temperature, test environment and strain rate were about 

550°C, vacuum below lxlO・3Pa and about 6. 7×10-4 s・1, respectively. 

(3) Hardness Measurement 

The Vickers hardness measurement was performed using a Vickers hardness tester 

(Shimadzu Corp., Micro Hardness Tester type M) at Radio Isotope Laboratory of Tohoku 

University. The number of the test was 10 for each specimen. The test temperature, 

indentation load and dwell time wぉ roomtemperature, 200 gf and 15 sec, respectively. 

( 4) Microstructure Observation by TEM 

Microstructural observation for the He implanted specimen was performed using a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL Ltd., JEM・2000FX)at International 

Research Center for Nuclear Materials Science of Tohoku University. Thin foil 

pre par剖ionfor TEM observation was performed by electro-polishing using electrolyte 

solution with acetic acid and perchloric acid. 
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Results and Discussion 

( 1) Tensile Test 

Figure 2 and Table 2 show the stress-strain curves for the miniaturized tensile 

specimen He-implanted up to about 10 appm (about 0.3 appm/h and about 1.7 appm/h勺

and the summary of the yield stress, tensile strength, uniform elongation, total elongation 

and reduction in area, respectively. Almost no effect of implantation m旬 onthe tensile 

strength was observed. While, clear effect on the yield stress, uniform elongation, toぬi

elongation and reduction in area was observed. About 37% increment of the yield stress, 

about 25% reduction of the uniform elongation, about 33% reduction of the to凶 elongation,

and about 11 % reduction of the reduction in area occurred by reducing the implantation rate 

from about 1. 7 appm/h to about 0.3 appm/h. 

(2) Hardness Measurement 

Table 3 shows the summary of the Vickers hardness for the He-implanted specimen 

up to about 10 appm (about 0.3 appm/h and about 1. 7 appm/h勺. Almost no effect of 

implantation rate on the Vickers hardness was observed. The results also showed that the 

hardness change due to He implantation was very small for both implantation rates. 

( 3) Microstructure Observation by TEM 

Figure 3 shows the typical microstructure for the He-implanted specimen up to 

about 10叩pm(about 0.3 appm/h and about 1. 7 appm/h勺. Almost no effect of 

implantation rate on the Vickers hardness w錨 observed. No He bubbles were observed 

both in the matrix and in the grain boundary. 

Summary 

Evaluation of the short time mechanical properties such as the tensile property and 

the hardness and observation of microstructure for He implanted 316FR by using Cyclotron 

was carried out in order to clarify the relation between He and their changes due to He 

implantation. The database of these properties was established for the He implanted 

specimen up to about 10 appm at about 0.3 appm/h and about 1.7 appm/h under the 

implantation temperature of 550°C. 
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Table 1. The chemical compo副 onof批 316FRsteel (mass%). 

Fe I C I Si I地 IP I S I Cu I Ni I W I Cr I Mo I V I陥 IN 
316FR I Bal. I 0.01 I o.59 I o.84 I 0.026 I o.003 I 0.26 I 11.19 I -I t6.87 I 2.23 I o.os I -I o.os 

Table 2. The summ紅yof血eyield stress, tensile s仕・ength,uniform elongation, to凶 elongationand 
reduction in訂・ea.

He 
He 

Yield Tensile Uniform Total 
Reduction 

Material Concentration 
Implantation 

S住・ess Streng血 日ongation Elongation 
lll 

[appm] 
rate 

仏t!Pa] 品1Pa] ［%］ ［%］ 
area 

[appm/叫 [%] 。 一 139.8 368.0 31.6 34.8 99.5 

316FR 10 1.7 91.8 354.7 40.8 46.1 95.3 

10 0.3 125.5 345.7 30.7 31.0 85.0 

Table 3. The summ訂 yof the Vickers h訂dness.

He 
He Vickers hardness Hv 

Material Concentration 
Implantation 

Ref. 
[appm] 

rate Average Std. Dev. 
[appm/h] 。 一 172.7 16.3 1) 

316FR 10 1.7 169.0 17.2 1) 

10 0.3 175.1 4.5 一
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IV. 1. Study on Respiration-synchronous Irradiation 
in the Spot-beam Scanning Technique 

Terakawa A人Ishiik人YamazakiHλMatsuyama S人MiyashitaT.1, Chiba T.1, 
Yamamoto T.1, Arikawa J.1, Togashi T. Yamashita W人AkiymηaH人 Ko〕~ata H.1 

ltoh NぺSanoT.3, Wada SぺandOrihara H. 4 

1Depar.初iento/Quan似mScience and Energy E略的eering,Tohoku University 
2のclotronand Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

JSchool of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Sciences, Kitasato University 
4Department of Intelligent Elecか・onics.Tohoku lnsti似teof Technology 

The spot-beam scanning irradiation in ch訂 ged-particletherapy provides a three-

dimensional dose distribution which agrees with the tumor shape without high level dose in 

the surrounding normal tissue. The scanning technique has currently been limited in 

treatment for cancers having no respiration movement because the beam control is highly 

sensitive to the target movement. 

We have developed respiration-synchronous operation system in the spot-be創n

scanning technique by using the horizontal beam irradiation facility1> for proton therapy 

experiments. The respiration-synchronous irradiation needs the measurement of 

displacement of the cancer position due to the respiration. If a relationship in the 

respiration movemen抱 betweenthe body surface and佃 organis obtained, it would be 

possible to monitor the displacement of the cancer position in the organ from that of the 

body surface. 

We performed the experimental study on the respiration-synchronous be創距SC組 ning

method with a moving target. In order to evaluate the relationship between the surface and 

the organ movements, the motions of the surface and liver of a dog were measured2> from 

X-ray transmission images with gold markers at Veterinary Teaching Hospi旬I,Kitasato 

University as shown in Fig. 1. The results show no significant difference in phase between 

their periodical movements. 

The experiments were performed using an 80・MeV proton as an incident spot beam 

and a moving target which simulates the movement of the body surface in the lateral 
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directions as shown in Fig. 2, whereas two laser rangers were used for measuring the 

displacement of the阻rgetposition in the horizontal and vertical directions. The irradiation 

was allowed at the end of breathing because there were little changes in the positions of 

both the surface and the organ. 

In Fig. 3, the experimental results for the lateral intensity distributions by the spot-

beam scanning technique with the synchronous irradiation are shown and compared with 

those without the synchronous operation. The dose distribution was measured with an 

Imaging Plate3> attached to the moving回rget. We confirmed that the irradiation fields 

were successfully generated in the case of the synchronous operation, whereas the non-

synchronous irradiation provided unnecessary dose outside the target region. The depth-

dose distribution by the scanning technique is also in good agreement with the simulation as 

shown in Fig. 4. 
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IV. 2. Biological Assessment of Proton Beams SOBP of CYRIC 
for Small Animal Cancer Therapy. 

Itoh N人WadaS人SanoT.1, Arakawa M人TerakawaAえandIshii Kλ 

1 Sclwol of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Sciences, Kitasato Universi砂
2Department of Quari(um Science and Energy Engineering, To,加初 University

Recently, cancer is incr関singin small animal diseぉesand radiotherapy is applied. 

So, ion beam radiotherapy is being watched with interest to cancer therapy to acquire high 

therapeutic effects. 

Toぉsessthe biologic eff ec臼 ofproton beams before small animal C叩 certherapy, 

cultured cells from canine squamous cell carcinoma (S cells) were irradiated at 5 poi蜘

along 80 Me V per nucleon proton beams with mono-p回 kand with Bragg peaks modulated 

to 2 cm widths (SOBP). A ; gamma ray was used as a reference. Relative biologic 

effectiveness (RBE) values at each point were calcula句dfrom survival curves and were 

calculated from cell survival cuwes at the dose that would reduce cell survival to 10%. 

Surviving curves by mono-peak beam were measured at 10 mm, 43.5 mm, 44.5 mm 

and 45.5 mm depth in water (Fig. 1), and LEf values were 1.03 keV/μm, 4.88 keV/μm, 

5.03 keV/μm and 0.95 keV/μm, respectively. RBE values at 10 mm, 43.5 mm, 44.5 mm 

and 45.5 mm depth in w剖erwere 1.07, 1.44, 1.49 and 1.08, respectively (Fig. 2). This 

result indicates that RBE values increase LET values. Surviving curves by SOBP were 

measured at 10 mm, 25 mm, 3fl-mm and 42 mm depth in water (Fig. 3), and SOBP was 

produced from 25 mm to 42 mm. RBE values at 10 mm, 25 mm, 34 mm and 42 mm depth 

in water were 1.01, 1.07, 1.07 and 1.13, respectively. Biologic doses that include physical 

effect and biological effect were calculated at each depth and represented 72%, 103%, 

104% and 109%, respectively (Fig. 4). Coefficient of variation of biologic doses in SOBP 

(three poin胞） represented within 3%. This result indicates that uniform biological effect 

and high cell lethal effect were acquired in SOBP of CYRIC. 

In this study, it was considered that more effective cancer therapy for small animals 

was achieved by using proぬnb~am SOBP developed at CYRIC. 
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Figure 4. Biologic depth-dose distribution of白巴SOBPbeam.
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IV. 3. High Sensitivity Radiochromic Film Dosimetry Using an Optical 

Common-mode Rejec“on and a Reflective-mode Flatbed Color Scanner 

OhuchiH. 

Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Tohoku Universiザ

Introduction 

Radiochromic film (RCF) is a thin, plastic, 2D planar dosimeter offering ease of 

handling and broadly applied in dosimet:η，1・・3>. However, its low sensitivity precludes their 

application to measuring lower doses accurately. Assuming macroscopic and microscopic 

non-uniformities of film layers, including the thickness variations in the film’s active 

radiochromic layer如 dcoating, were the main causes of light disturbance (noise) against 

the lights (signal), resulting in a Ioweri!}g of actual film sensitivities, we developed an 

optical common圃 moderejection (CMR) that can improve the dosimetric sensitivity limit of 

radiochromic films by using a spectrophotometerの. The R component is highly sensitive 

to radiation exposure笛 twoabsorption peaks are located at wavelengths of 675 and 617 

nm5>, while the G component is less sensitive th叩 Rcomponent is, owing to the absence of 

a clear absorption peak in the green waveband. The two light componen胞 suffera 

common fate, with the exception of wavelength-dependent even臼， havingpassed together 

along common attenuation paths. The ratio of the two componen胞（R:G)is analogous to 

the 'common-mode r吋ection'in electronics, where the factors common to both numerator 

and denominator cancel out. This result indicated that the CMR can compensate the 

variation in the film’s active radiochromic layer by using red and green componen包．

In this paper, the optical CMR scheme was applied to the R and G component 

outpu臼 froma flatbed color scanner in reflection mode used to scan a Oaf chromic XR type 

R dosimetry film after irradiation with X-rays. Two types of dose-response curves 

obtained by the optical CMR scheme using ratios of red/green and the conventional 

analysis method using red component were produced. With a linear fit in the range from 

3.7 mGy to 0.81 Gy, the agreements in both curves between measured and fitted data were 
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comp訂・ed.

Materials and methods 

The radiochromic film model GafChromic XR type R, produced by ISP 

(International Specialty Products), was used. The active layer of 15 μm thick is 

sandwiched between the two substrates of 97 μm polyester, one of which is町ansparent組 d

the other is opaque (white). XR type R film pieces (2×2 cm square) were exposed to X-

ray be創 出 of100 kV with a 1.0・mmAl filter from an MBR・1520Runit (Hitachi Medico 

Co.) in the range from 3.7 mGy to 8.1 Gy. The amount of radiation was monitored with a 

thimble ionization chamber installed inside the unit. It is traceable to the Japanese 

national standard maintained by the Japan Quality Assurance Organization. The films 

were scanned before and twenty-four hours after exposure with an Epson ES・100000

flatbed color image scanner (SEIKO EPSON Corporation) with 1200 dpi resolution and 16 

bi胞 percolor of the digital resolution dpi. The scans were perfo口nedin reflection mode 

using a white lid with no color correction factors or filter宮. A 2x2 cm square area with 

uniform response was identified by performing blank scans with the same condition 

described above and delimitated in order to use only this訂 eafor digitalization. 

For each film, scanning wぉ rep伺 tedfive consecutive times and acquired images 

were averaged. The obtained digital data were evaluated using self-written routines in 

MA1LAB 7.3 software (The Mathworks). The digital data before exposure was subtracted 

pixel-by-pixel from the post-exposure image for each film. The serial images obtained by 

scanning each film before and after exposure were aligned using fiducial marks. After 

mathematical operations, the averages and standard deviations of the results were taken for 

lxl cm square (approximately 472×472 pixels) at the center of each film. 

The reflectance is obtained as digitalized output of the R, G, B component, when 

films are scanned by a color scanner in reflection mode. The relationship between 

reflectance (Rf) and optical density (OD) used in film dosimetry can be expressed as 

follows, 

OD = log10(21恨の，

net OD= OD-OD。＝ log10 Rf o・log10Rf= log10侭fJRf) (1) 

where subscripts denote unirrョdiatedbackground quantities and 'net' stands for the 

quantities after removing the background. 

The conventional analysis way uses only red component, at which net OD -Rd is 
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defined鎚，

net OD _Rd = log10 (RdofR.d) (2) 

In the optical CMR scheme, in which red and green components訂eused, Rf should 

be replaced by Rd/Gr, where Rd and Gr訂eeach amount of reflectance lights. Thus, net 

reduced OD (net ROD_Rd_Gr) in the optical CMR scheme is writ句nas, 

ROD_Rd_Gr = log10 (Rd/Gr), 

net ROD_Rd_Gr = log10 ((RdofGr。）／(Rd/Gr)) (3) 

Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the abso中tionspectra, obtained using a GretagMacbeth Spec町oEye

reflection spectrometer, for GafChromic XR type R film unirradiated如 dexposed to 8.1 

Gy of X-ray over the range of 380・730nm in 10 nm steps釦 dan example of filter 

functions for red, green, and blue wavebands on CCD. The results show the absorption 

spectra produce two pronounced pe紘slocated around at 670 nm佃 d610 nm, which are 

lying in the red region of the light spectra and both responsible for the same R output from 

the color scanner. It also shows that the G output is less sensitive than the R output due to 

the absence of a clear absorption peak in the green waveband. 

The two dose-response curvesぉ afunction of delivered dose ranging from 3.7 mGy 

to 8.1 Gy for 100 kV X-ray beams and from films scanned 24 hrs after exposure are plotted 

in Fig. 2. Closed triangles represent the net optical density obtained by using red 

component in Eq. (2) and open circles show the net reduced OD calculated by Rd and Gr 

components in Eq. (3），陀spectively. Eπor bars are shown in the figureぉ ones伽 dard

deviation for data of approximately 472x472 pixels. Since these figures indicate that the 

type R film response is nonlinear, second-order polynomial fi也 wereapplied to each of the 

two curves exhibited. In order to evaluate the validity of the fit, the eπors of fitting 

equations for two types of indices, OD_Rd and ROD_Rd_Gr were analyzed by obtaining 

residu山 definedby Eq. (4). 

ODresiduals = ODmeas.ーODca1c. (4) 

where ODesid田ls'QDm倒・’ andOD calc. are the residuals, the experimental results (ODs), 

and the calculated ODs, respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the quotients obtained by dividing each residual at measured dose 

by the standard deviation (error), cr of all residuals on each index. For an index of 

ROD_Rd_Gr, the quotients consistently increase up to 0.81 Gy. The similar tendency is 
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observed in an index of OD_Rd, though deviation創nongsamples is apparently exhibited. 

This consistent tendency indicates that second-order polynominal fi胞 arenot appropriate 

below 0.81 Gy. Then, linear fits were applied to the measured values of both indices in 

the dose-response ranging from 3.7 mGy to 0.81 Gy. Figure 4 shows the net optical 

densities of OD -Rd (closed triangles) and ROD_Rd_Gr (open circles), demonstrating each 

regression line and equation without y-intercept. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the expanded 

figures for two indices of OD_Rd飢 dROD_Rd_Gr. respectively, in the low r組 geless than 

0.1 Gy in Fig. 4. Figure 5( a), rep陀sentingthe measured values obtained with a 

conventional analysis using the red component, exhibits a large discrepancy in measured 

optical densities among samples and does not show a consistency with a linear fit under 81 

mGy. This is consistent to product specification; describing the dose of 0.1 Gy is the 

lowest detectable dose. However, in Fig. 5(b), the measured optical densities of the same 

samples obtained with the optical CMR scheme show a good consistency among each other 

and all values show an improved consistency with a linear fit within one standard deviation 

of each measured optical densities. These results indicate that the CMR scheme makes it 

possible to reproduce the measured optical densities and measure the dose in the lower 

range. 

Comprehensive results of this study by using the XR type R films and a reflective-

mode flatbed color scanner demonstrated that the optical CMR is a novel method to gr飽 tly

improve the sensitivity limit by mitigating the effects of RCF film nonuniform response and 

lowering noises. It can be applied to any type of radiochromic films and RGB color 

scanners in transmission mode as well. 
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Figure 1. Abso中tionspec凶 forGafChromic XR type R film unirradiated and exposed to 8.1 Gy of X-ray 
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IV. 4. Development of a New Positron Emission Mammograph (PEM〕

Miyake M人YamamotoS人ltohM.1'4, Kumagai k人SasakiT.1, 
Targino Rodrigues dos Santos1ペTashiroM人andBabaM.2

1 Divisions of Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine 
2Radiation Protection and Safety Control, Tohoku University Cyclotron and Radi知的topeCenter, 

Tohoku University 

Introduction 

3Depar初ientof Electrical Engineering, Kobe City College of Technology 
4 Sendai Medical Imaging Clinic 

5CMJ, Inc. 

Breast cancer is one of the leading causes of death among Japanese women. This 

malignancy can be treated relatively easily when detected early. The highest incidence of 

breぉtcancer is observed創nongthose in their thirties and forties. The high incidence 

among these age groups considerably affec臼 oursociety because women in these 

generations usually play important roles in their families and working places. 

Recently, imaging modalities such邸 X-raymammography and/or ultrasonic 

echography have proven useful for the detection of breast cancer. However, these 

modalities provide only mo中hologicalinfomiation. On the other hand, younger women 

or women without a history of breぉtfeedingtend to develop mammary gland tumor. In 

some cases of X-ray mammography, a developing mammary gland produces shadows on 

mammography images, making detection of br，伺stcancer difficult. 

Positron emission tomography (PET) for whole-body diagnosis can provide 

functional infomiation on cancerous tissues including the degree of malignancy，邸

reflected by the level of accumulation of a tracer, [18円fluoro-deoxyglucose. However, 

various problems still remain such as limited spatial resolution and motion artifac脂 dueto 

respiration movement, as well as high costs for device installment and maintenance. In 

measuring even胞 ofthe coincidences of positrons, a larger distance between detectors，指

seen with PEf scanners, for whole-body imaging limits spatial resolution. To compensate 

these weak poin臼， wehave started to develop a positron emission mammography (PEM) 

scanner dedicated for the local diagnosis of breast cancer. 
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The name of our project is “development of high resolution PEM equipment that 

shows the next generation br1伺stcancer diagnosis”， granted by the regional research and 

development resources utilization program from Japan science and technology agency 

(JST). 

Basic concept and scintillator 

The basic concept of PEM development consists of the compact radiation detectors, 

high-speed electronic circuit, and lower cost of equipment. Finally, the PEM scanner is 

expected to achieve a high spatial resolution of about 1 mm, which is a qu紅白rof the 

resolution of conventional PEr scanners. Regarding the radiological dose to be needed for 

examination would be low as much as 20 MBq, approximately one tenth of the dose of 

conventional P町 scanners. Cost performance is also an important issue, and PEM can be 

developed with the cos胞 ofone fifth of the conventional PET scanner. 

In our new scanner, a new crys同iof praseodymium doped“lutetium aluminum 

garnet”（LuAG)1> is used as a novel scintillator in this project. Table 1 shows the 

summary of comparison of performances of different scintillators. This new scintillator 

hぉ someadvantages suchぉ ashort fluorescence lifetime, a low manufacturing cost and a 

high light output. 

Image mapping system 

The image mapping system is used for diagnosis of the crysぬL The system 

consists of a personal computer, the core with出nplifiers,analog-to-digital converters and 

the dark box for the scintillation measurement (Fig. 1). The system is set up in a personal 

computer rack. A flat panel photomultiplier tube (PMT), H8500, made by Hamamatsu 

photonics, is used for the scintillation mapping. The mapping method is based on the 

center of gravity calculation. The system has the gain correction function for the variety 

of the multi anode outpu臼 froma flat panel PMT. The system can me鎚 urethe energy 

spectrum of the scintillation. 

PEM simulator 

Presently, we are still in the process of developing a PEM scanner, and we will also 

fabricate a prototype PEM scanner for commercial use. This scanner will be used for 

detecting smaller tumors， 組dit will be cheaper and smaller than the conventional PET 
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scanner. We are aiming for a spatial resolution of <1-2 mm, and the price will be 20% 

lower than that of the conventional P町、scanner.

The PEM simulator is set up in a personal computer rack and a worktable and used 

for the diagnosis of the crys凶sand the PMTs. Last y伺 r,we developed several test 

devices and a PE恥fsimulator. One of these devices is a block detector device. This device 

is constructed from a flat-panel photomultiplier tube (FP-Pl¥汀）， an inorganic scintillator 

crys句larray, an aluminum case and a signal processing circuit. The FP-PMT is a 

multianode PMT with 16×16 anodes and has positional sensitivity. The PEM simulator is 

a testing and an evaluating system of the PEM scanner. The simulator has four block 

detector devices, high voltage supply uni臼 forPMTs and signal processing units. The 

latter consists of組組alogamplifier, an analog to digi凶 converter,Field Programmable 

Gate Array (FPGA) devices and communication interlace for PC (Fig. 2). 

In summary, this pr，句ectis now in progress steadily for developing the prototype 

PEM scanner. As the PEM simulator was developed with other scintillator, we are trying 

to optimize the performance after being equipped with the new LuAG scintillator. We 

will assemble and test larger size LuAG scintillator crystal block arrays. We will also 

develop additional softwares for image reconstruction, gantry control, patient registration 

and so on. Finally when this project is finished, we hope that a new possibility will be 

opened to the breぉtcancer diagnosis. 

References 

1) Ogino H., Yoshikawa A., N出 M.,et al., J. Crystal Growth 292 (2006) 239. 

Table 1. The perlonnance comparison of the scintillators. 町：LuAGscintillator is better血.ananother 
scintillators泊 ashorter fluorescence lifetime, a lower manufacturing cost and a higher light output. 

Pr:LuAG BGO GSO LSO 

Scintillation w.I. (nm) 310-370 480 440 420 

light Yield ｛凶ioBGO) 320 100 200 400-S00 

Scintillation de伺 ytime (ns) 20 300 出 41 

Manufacturing cost (yen I cm3) 2,500 2,000 4，α耳目 5，αlO 

Density佃／cm3) 6.7 7.13 6.8 7.4 

Melt point (deg) 1,970 1,050 1,950 2,150 

Advantages ：~o~~~；· IOWC田t ~~·。，；e~~~：n~GO high ~：~！ity high 

sho『t咽 veI開 gth, ::gy~~~ ~1r:::7n~c~~~~ :2n『句uw3:"・Disadvantages ring 
segrega伽n difficulty 

*abb『eviations:FLT= fluo『escencelifetime 
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Figure l. Left is the image mapping system consists of a personal compulter，白ccore with泊nplifires,
analog to digtal converts and so on，叩dthe dark box for the scintillation measurement. Right is inside the 
dark box. 

Figure 2. Left is出ePEM simulator. The PEM simulator is a subset of the PBv1 sc訂merand used for the 
diagnosis of the crystals姐 d血cPMTs. Right is a close up of the detector units. 
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IV. 5. The Use of Nuclear Medicine Systems for Veterinary Care 
and its Future Prospects 

Miyake Mλ Tashiro M. 2, ltoh Mλ Sugawara AλKikuchi Y.1, 
Yamazaki Hλand Ishii K.1・2 

1 Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University 
2Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Nuclear medicine as a veterinary medicine in the United States 

In the United States, the federal (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC), state and 

local govemmen臼 havebeen authorizing the medical use of radiation in veterinary care. 

In the 1980s, nuclear medicine W鎚 introducedto the field of veterinary care and W鎚

established as a specialized filed in the 1990s. However, it seems that the use of 

radioisotopes for the veterinary care has been permitted as a part of “medical”use since 

there has been no provision specified for veterinary C訂・e. Thus, the permission seems to 

cover basically“human use”but also be applicable to domestic animals including pets and 

non-meat animals. 

Currently in the United States, clinical investigations using radioisotopes have been 

commonly done for diagnosis of fractures among race horses. Fractures among race 

horses may affect not only the horses' ability for racing but also their lives. In addition, 

the fracture shall make the horse-riders exposed to the risk of severe injury due to falling-

off, so the prevention off racture has been a very important issue in the clinical race-horse 

medicine. A radioactive tracer, the 9翁寸c-MDP,which has high affinity to the bone tissue, 

is used for the diagnosis of fracture in race horses. This tracer highly accumulates in a 

part of the bone tissue where bone-remodeling is activated, and can be used for diagnoses 

of “stress fracture" before resulting in complete fracture as well as“periostitis”that cannot 

be detected by X-ray. 

Recent application of nuclear medicine for animals in Japan 

In Japan, nuclear medicine examinations have been exclusively conducted for basic 
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research using experimen旬lanimals such as rats and mice, while few examinations have 

been done as clinical routines on pet animals. To date, there is no. regulatory laws 

specifically applying to nuclear medicine examinations used in veterinaηcare, and the 

“Law Concerning Prevention of Radiation Hazards due to Radioisotopes, etc.”is directly 

applied. Therefore, animals treated with radioisotopes, in principle, should be sacrificed 

and kept in a radiation controlled area and finally should be disposed as nuclear wぉtes.

Current state of nuclear medicine examinations for veterinary care 

Currently, X-ray photograph is taken very often in the field of veterin訂ymedicine 

in Japan, but nuclear medicine examination is seldom done. An important reason for the 

cu汀entsituation would be the fact that the legislation for conducting nuclear medicine 

examination is not ready yet, and the Law Concerning Prevention of Radiation Hazards due 

to Radioisotopes, etc. is limiting the use of radiopharmaceuticals to pet animals. 

However, the cuπent attitude of pet animal owners has been changing because of 

aging and variation of diseases副nongpet animals. The growing demand for advanced 

medical technology also for veterinary c訂ehas been encouraging the inclusion of nuclear 

medicine techniqueぉ afield of veterinary medicine. As already proven to be useful in 

the United States, the nuclear medicine is effective to prevent the i吋uriessuch as stress 

fractures among the race horses and therefore to reduce the risks of horse-riders' falling-off 

in the race. The nuclear medicine such as PEI' and SPECT may be also useful for 

diagnosis in pet animals such as dogs and ca胞. SPECT imaging has already been applied 

to evaluation of the regional brain activity in dogs with anxiety disorder in Europe3). 

Future veterinary nuclear medicine 

In order to meet the growing demand for improved veterinary care, a“working 

group on technical standards for radiation protection in veterinaηnuclear medicine" was 

formed in the “Radiation Council" of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 

and Technology, Japan. This working group has discussed over an improvement of the 

legislation. For a moment, the following 3 types of the旬rgetconten臼 andanimals are 

under consideration, 

use of ~c bone scintigraphy to a horse, 

use of variety of 9~c scintigraphy to a dog and cat, and 

use of 18F-FDG PEI' to a dog and cat. 
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Regarding the practi伺 llegislation, new standards (laws) comparable to the Law 

Concerning Prevention of Radiation Hazards due to Radioisotopes, etc. and the “Medical 

Service Law”. Such a new standard is now considered for the radiation control of the 

facilities and the equipments radiation m加 agementof facilities and equipment for these 

tes胞．

Nuclear medicine equipments for animal in CYRI C 

Currently at CYRIC, Tohoku University, there are three PET systems and a gamma 

伺 rnerasystem鎚 nuclearmedicine equipmen包 foranimals (Figs. 1組 d2). Table 1 shows 

the specification of these nuclear medicine systems at CYRIC. The ultra-high resolution 

semiconductors PET sys旬m (fine P町） is available for small animals suchぉ ra胞 and

mice1・2>. The P町 systems,the PT必 1・04and the HEADTOME-IV are available for 

investigations of medium-sized animals. ZLC・7500g創nmaC出nerais also available for 

medium-sized animals by using a parallel collimator and for small-sized animals by using a 

pinhole collimator. 

Future prospects 

We are going to continue basic experiments with radioisotopes as it has been. We 

hope the further advancement of basic research including drug development by using the 

ultra-high resolution semiconductors, P町－the－制 system. In order to i凶tiateclinical 

veterin紅ycare at the CYRIC, we may have many things to do. We may need a renovation 

of the facility for veterinary care, recruitment of veterin訂 ydoctors and staffs to句kecare of 

radioisotope-treated animals. It is also important to examine the conditions regarding 

when and how the radioisotope-treated animals can be released from the controlled紅側．
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Table I. Specification of nuclear medicine systems for組出ialin CYRI C. 

Ultra-high PT-931-04 PET HEADTOME-IV ZLC・7.500gamma 
resolution system PET system camera 
semiconductors 
PET system 

Crvstal CdTe BGO BGO Nalσl) 
Nwn of crystals 5120 2048 3072 1 
Num of slices 16 7 7 N.A. 

Field of view 6.4 cm (diameter) x 65 cm (diameter) 51.2 cm (diameter) 387 mm (crystal 
2.4cm （杭ial) x 4.7 cm （以ial) x 8.8 cm (axial) di印刷er)x 9.5 mm 

(crystal thickness) 

Spatial under I mm 5.0mm～ 4.Smm～ 3.9mm (in岡山ic)
resolution (diameter) x 6.7 (diameter) x 11.0 

mm -(axial) mm（出ial)

etc energy resolution : 
IO.I% （州'Te)
nuclide: 99町Te,201n. 
1231, 1311, 67Ga, i11Inetc 

collimator : high 
resolution parallel, 
middle energy parallel, 
pinhole etc 

Figure I. Nuclear medicine systems for animals. Left figure shows PET systems. From the left, 
ultra-high resolution semicondoctors PET system, PT-931-04 PET system, HEADTOME-IV PET 
system. Right figure shows ZLC・7500g創runacamera. 

Figure 2. Ultra-high resolution semiconductos PET system. 
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V. 1. Chemical State Analysis of Fe Compounds 
Using Heavy Ion PIXE 

Matusyma S人Ishiik人YamazakiH.λKikuchiY.1, Kawamura Y.1, 
Yamanaka K人Tsuboik人andWatanabe M.1 

1 Department ザQuantumScience and Energy Eng加eering,Tohoku Universi砂，
2Cyclo11・vnand Radioisotope Center, Tolw初 Universi砂

INTRODUCTION 

Particle induced x-ray emission (PDCE) is a powerful m閃 nsfor quantitative analysis0. 

Proton beams with an energy around 3 Me V are usually used in PIXE. However, high 

sensitive measurement with chemical state is impossible by proton bombardment, because 

chemical shift is very small and difficult to measured with conventional Si(Li) detector. 

Since chemical change due to chemical s包teof the elemen胞 willbe expanded due to 

multiple ionization, it may be measured with a conventional Si(Li) detector. In the last 

問port,the three parameters, the relative change of an intensity ratio of~ 叩d ku (intensity 

ratio), a ratio of kp and ku line width (line width ratio) and an energy difference between~ 

and ka line (relative energy shift) for iron, were measured using 70 Me V carbon ions and 78 

Me V Ar ions. Changes in those parameters were corresponds to their chemical s旬teof iron. 

It shows白atPIXE with heavy ions will lead to chemical state analysis with high-sensitivity. 

In this study, we applied the method to the chemical s旬teanalysis of realistic iron samples. 

The chemical s旬teof iron in steel will lead to the prediction of stress corrosion cracking. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Experiment was carried out at Cyclotron Radioisotope Center. Samples are FeO, 

FeOOH, Fe203, F~04 and these mixture. Theぬrge胞 wereplaced at an angle of 45° with 

respect to the beam direction to reduce X-ray absorption in the sample. X-rays emitted 

from the旬rgetwere measured at an angle of 90° with respect to the beam direction, by a 

Si(Li) detector. 1 mm Mylar film was placed in front of the Si(Li) detector to reduce pile-
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up events. The energy calibration was obtained with characteristic x-rays from a 241 Am 

source. 

RESULTS 

Typical relative change of an intensity ratio of k~ and k臼（lntensity Ratio), a ratio of k~ 

and k0 line width (line width ratio) and an energy difference between k~ and k0 line (relative 

energy shift) are shown in Fig. 1. As reported previously, the changes in intensity ratio are 

corresponding to the chemical states of the elements, while the other parameters are difficult 

to specify chemical state. The values of mixed sample of Fe304 and FeO are within the 

triangles of F~04 and FeO as estimated. Since these measurements were carried out within 

a few minute, PIXE with heavy ions will lead to chemical state analysis with high-

sensitivity. 
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V. 2. Analysis of Lacquerware Using In-air Submilli・PIXECamera

Matsuyama S人IshiiK.1, Yamazaki HλKikuchi Y.1, Oyama R人KawamuraY.1, 
Ishizaki A人MomoseG.1, Fujisawa A三andKyono K.3 

Introduction 

1Depar初tentof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi砂
2Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

3The Archeological Research Center on the Campus of Tohoku University 

Because lacquerware, pottery, and hardware excavated from historical places provide 

information related to the culture of that period, many studies have been carried out to in-

vestigate their shape and coloration using visual inspection. Recently, scientific studies of 

the materials of which the archeological objects are composed using various analytical 

techniques make it necessary to know their provenance, process, and period. Such analyses 

should be non-destructive, sensitive, and multi-elemental. Particle-induced X-ray emission 

(PIXE) fulfills these requirements and is suitable for this pu叩ose1>.We developed an in－剖r

submilli-PIXE C創nerawhich can measure spatial distribution images of element in the re-

gion of several square centimeters with submillimeter resolution. In a usual PIXE analysis, 

a be創nspot size of a few millimeters is used. In this case, elements must be uniformly dis-

tributed in quantitative analysis. Therefore, samples are necessarily destroyed and prepared 

uniformly in quantitative analysis if elements are not distributed uniformly. The submilli-

PIXE camera enables qu叩 titativeanalysis without sample preparation. Furthermore, its 

high-speed beam scanning and in-air analysis enabled us to measure elemental images 

without degrading the feasible sample. We applied the submilli-PIXE camera to pigment 

analyses of lacquerware pieces excavated from the Eda-period stratum at the southern part 

of Kawauchi c創npusof Tohoku University. That area is located at the former secondary 

citadel area of Sendai’s Aoba Castle. Elemental images of the decoration of lacquerware 

will be useful for elucidation of clぉsicallacquer-working techniques. 
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Sample 

The samples訂elacquerware pieces excavated from the Edo-period stratum at the 

southern p訂tKawauchi campus of Tohoku University1>. The C創npusis located at the fonn-

er secondary citadel area of Sendai’s Aoba Castle. The castle was constructed by Date 

Masamune ( 1567-1636), who governed the Tohoku district in northeastern Japan. The sec-

ondary citadel area wぉ aresidential area of his chief retainers. A large building wぉ con-

structed there in the 17th century. The building was demolished and later reconstructed2>. 

The obtained samples were wooden bowls and trays decorated with lacquer resin; they were 

excavated from two areas with four different straぬ（e訂ly17th century, late 17th century, 

late 18th century and early 19th century). Lacquerware pieces analyzed in this study had 

been colored with black lacquer resin and decorated with red lacquer resin. They were kept 

in water after excavation. 

Analysis 

Analysis W鎚 carriedout using an in-air submilli-PIXE camera. Technical details訂e

described in previous papers3.4). Submilli-beams are formed using two slits with 1.5 m 

spacing and are extracted to the air through an exit window of 12.5 μm Kapton foil. A 

sample was set immediately in front of the exit window. X-rays from a sample are detected 

using a Si(Li) detector set at 135 deg with respect to the beam axis. The samples were kept 

in water to prevent their destruction by drying of the wooden part. In a previous study, 

lacquerware wぉ analyzedwithout deterioration4>. Therefore, prevention of drying during 

analysis is extremely important. Immediately after removing the sample from the water, the 

sample surf ace wぉ wipedand analyzed. The Si(Li) detector with 80 cm2 active area is used 

in this study to reduce the irradiation time. The samples were fixed directly to a阻rget

frame. Irradiation was carried out with 3 MeV proton beams: beam cuπents of 4-40 nA, 

total accumulated charges of 6-40 μC, with scanning area of 11 x 14 mm2. Polypropylene 

of 10 μm thickness and Mylar of 100 μm thickness were set in front of the detector to 

reduce spectrum defonnation by recoil protons. Generally, lacquerware is decorated with 

several lacquer layers, each of which is several tens to several hundreds of micrometeぱ

thickness. Because the range of the 3 Me V protons in the lacquer resin is estima低das 100 

μm, proton beams are stopped in the layer. For that reason, the change in the X-ray 

production cross section and X-ray attenuation in the sample must be considered in 

quantitative analyses. Quantitative PIXE analyses considering these effects were performed 
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using GeoPIXEII software5>. In the calculation, the m司jorcomposition and density of the 

layer must be set. The lacquer layer is presumed to be Urushiol (C21H3202) of 100 μm 

thickness, with a density of 1.25 g/cm3 6>. 

Results 

Typical elemental images and photographs for NM5W070, NM9W001, NM9W002, 

NM9W053, and NM9W059 are shown in Figs. 1-5. The numerical value in the color bar 

shows the maximum weight percentage of a selected element. Sample NM5W070 was 

excavated from the late-17th century stratum. In NMSW070 (Fig. 1), the mercury 

distribution coπesponds to the decoration painted in red color. In contrぉt,iron and calcium 

show a similar distribution and co打espondto the black lacquer. It is estimated that the red 

decoration was painted using pigment of cinnabar (HgS). Samples NM9W001 through 

NM9W059 were excavated from a different place where NMSW070 was excavated. Both 

NM9W001 (Fig. 2) and NM9W002 (Fig. 3) were excavated from the early-17th century 

stratum. In both samples, mercury is distributed in the red decoration, although the iron 

distribution does not co汀・espondto the decoration. These samples are also decorated with 

cinnabar pigment. Iron might have adhered to the sample during its burial in the soil. 

Although calcium shows an inverse distribution to mercury in NM9W001, calcium is 

distributed uniformly throughout NM9W002. Because the mercury concentration in 

NM9WOO 1 is almost 10 times higher than that of NM9W002, the red painted layer in 

NM9W002 is thinner than that of NM9W001, or a clear lacquer resin is painted on the 

surface. Samples NM9W053 (Fig. 4) to NM9W059 (Fig. 5) were excavated from the late-

18th century stratum. Iron and calcium are distributed inversely in the samples. The iron 

distribution co汀・espondsto the region painted in red. It is apparent that the red pigment 

contained red iron oxide: Bengala. In NM9W059, the lacquer resin had been partly peeled 

off. Because the calcium concentration is lower than that of the lacquer resin, calcium is 

inferred to be contained in the lacquer resin. Elemental analysis using images is effective to 

discriminate contaminant elements through comparison with the decoration. Elemental 

concentrations of red lacquer resin obtained from the images are depicted in Figs. 6-8 with 

those of other samples (NM9W172 and NM9W177), which are not shown in Figs. 1-5. 

Calcium and iron concentrations are low in the area painted in cinnabar, except in 

NM9W002. The iron concentration in NM9W002 is almost the same as that painted in 

Bengala. Because the mercury concentration of NM9W002 is lower than that painted in 
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cinnabar, red pigment is estim~ted as a mixture of the pigments of cinnabar and Bengala. 

However, image analysis revealed that iron is merely a contaminant element. The calcium 

concentration of black lacquer resin is shown in Fig. 9. Because the NM5W044 sample was 

decorated only in silver, the elemental concentration is not presented in Figs.ふ8.

Elemental concentrations of NM9W001 and NM9W002訂 elower than those of the other 

samples. Two methods were typically used to make black lacquer resin. Classically, black 

lacquer was made by mixing charcoal into the lacquer. Later, it was made by mixing iron 

with lacquer during the purification process. The present results might reflect the black 

lacquer resin production process. 

Conclusions 

Lacquerware pieces excavated from the Edo-period stratum at the southern part of 

Kawauchi campus of Tohoku University were analyzed using the submilli-PIXE camera at 

Tohoku University. Feasible lacquerware pieces were analyzed without sample degradation 

and without sample preparation. Pigments used in the lacquer resin were determined easily. 

This analytical method, which uses images, was effective to discriminate contaminant 

elements through comparison with the decoration. PIXE analysis using the in-air submilli-

PIXE camera is an effective tool for use in archeological studies. 
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Figure 1.日ementalImages and Photographs for NM5W070 (Late 17th Centuη）． 

Figure 2. Elemental Images and Photographs for NM9W001侭釘Iy17th Century). 

NM9W002(Early 17th Century) 

「·；~1

Figure 3. Elemental Images and Photographs for NM9W002 (Early 17th Century). 
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Figure 4. Elemental Images and Photographs for NM9W053 (Late 18th Century). 
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Figure 5. Elemental Images姐 dPhotographs for NM9W059 (Late 18血Century).
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Figure 6. Elemental Concentrations of Red Lacquer Resin (Ca). 
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V. 3. Development of Microbeam Scanning System 

Oyama R.1, Matsuyama S.1, Ishii K.1, Yamazaki HλKikuchi Y.1, Inomata K.1, 
Watanabe Y.1, Ishizaki A人KawamuraY.1，均maguchi.1,and Momose G.1 

Introduction 

1Depar伽entof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi帆
.ecyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

High-energy ion microbeams are powerful analytical tools when used in combination 

with various ion beam analysis techniques; they are also attractive as a direct micro 

fabrication technique1・・3>. We have developed a microbeam scanning system that is suitable 

for these purposes. In microbeam analysis systems, microbeams are scanned over a square 

region of sample. However, analysis samples, such as cultured single cells or collected 

aerosol particles are not always distributed all over. In such cases, irradiation on are鎚

where specimens are not distributed merely prolongs the analysis time. In micro 

fabrication, such as proton beam writing (PBW), the situation is rather essential. 

Microbeams are scanned on the sample and are kicked away where irradiation is not needed. 

Irradiation time would be shortened if microbeams were scanned with a pattern 

coπesponding to the sample area or processing pattern. As described herein, we 

developed a microbeam scanning system that is suitable for efficient analysis and for micro 

fabrication such as PBW. 

Beam scanning system 

The microbeam system was designed and then developed to achieve sub-micrometer 

beam sizes的. The microbeam system comprises a quadrupole doublet and three slit 

sys飽ms.The scanner is located ca. 8 cm downstream of the quadrupole doublet. The 

scanning system comprises a set of electrostatic deflectors, high-voltage (HV) amplifie隠，

buffer amplifiers, and a function generator. A schematic diagram of the scanning system 

and data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 1. The data acquisition system of multimodal 

analysis was described precisely in previous papers1>. 
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The electrostatic deflector was 25 mm long and 16 mm wide, with 3 mm spacing. 

Both ends of the deflector plate along the longitudinal direction, the beam direction, have 

steps of 0.5 mm to reduce the fringing field effect. Each deflector was driven by an 

independent HV amplifier to obtain a uniform and symmetric electrostatic field. In total 

four HV amplifiers were used in the system for horizontal and vertical scanning. In the 

original design, the deflector w凶 25mm long and 16 mm wide, with 5 mm spacing and 

without steps at both ends. One of the deflector plates was driven by an HV amplifier and 

the other deflector plate was grounded. Two創nplifierswere used for horizontal and 

vertical scanning, respectively. 

Figure 2 shows elemental images of Cu mesh ( 100 lines/inch) for a sc如 ningarea of 

350x450 μm2 measured with the two HV amplifier system (left) and with the four HV 

amplifier system (right). Both images were obtained in the same beam condition with the 

same deflectors of 25 mm long and 16 mm wide, with 5 mm spacing. The mesh image 

obtained by using the two amplifier system is not clearly seen in the upper left and the 

lower right regions. On the other hand, using the four amplifier system, the image is 

clearly seen over the scanning area. Thus, the four HV amplifier system is indispensable 

to obtain the same beam spot size at any scanning position. 

Figure 3 shows the mesh images obtained with the no step deflectors (left) and with the 

stepped deflectors (right), respectively. These deflectors were driven by the four HV 

amplifiers. The images were compared for elemental images of Au and Ni mesh (2000 

lines/inch), respectively, with five scanning areぉ of30x30 μm2 at the center position, and 

at the four comers of the 600x600 μm square. Beam conditions are almost same in both 

measuremen胞. The images obtained using the no step deflectors are deformed at the 

comers of the 600×600 μm square, especially at the upper left and the lower right ar1伺 s.

On the other hand, the images measured with the stepped deflectors show the same quality 

with no deformation at any position. Therefore, the four HV amplifier system加 d

deflector shape which reduces the fringing field effect are indispensable to keep the beam 

spot size at any scanning position. 

The HV amplifier (HOPS1.5B2; Ma臼usadaPrecision Inc.) is a fast response HV 

bipolar amplifier with a slew rate of 12 V/μs. The maximum voltage is 1.5 kV. Therefore, 

the obtained electrostatic field of 1 kV/mm is sufficient to shift the 3 MeV proton beam to 

more than 0.5 mm on the阻rgetposition. The amplifier amplifies a・10to 10 V signal into 

a・1.5to + 1.5 kV signal. A four-channel function generator of a PC-based measurement 
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instrument (WE・7282;Yokogawa Electric Corp.) is used for X-Y beam scanning and for 

elemental imaging. Two channels out of four were used as scanning signals to drive the 

HV amplifiers for the scanners. Other two are used as X-Y position signals co町・esponding

to the beam scanning. Each beam scanning signal is divided into two signals and is 

introduced into the buff er amplifie工 Oneis inverted; the other is not inverted. While 

raster scanning is utilized in the conventional analysis, the beam can be scanned according 

to an arbitrary pattern. Varying the irradiation time alters the irradiation dose. The 

function generator can output 106 poin臼 ofDC voltage sequentially even in the minimum 

time scale of 10 μs/point, so as to generate complicated voltage pa抗emsin a short period. 

Thus the microbeams can be just scanned with a coπ・esponding pattern of the analyzing 

sample area or of the fabrication form. Between the patterns, the beams訂emoved with 

the fastest responsive scan speed. We call the process as the pattern-to・patternspacing 

procedure. 

The scanning speed is also an important factor. The beam scanning speed must be 

high to keep co汀・ectirradiation dose on the pattern加 dto reduce the irradiation dose 

between pattern-to-pattern spacing. Meぉurementsof the beam scanning speed versus the 

beam spot size were carried out by scanning the beam one-dimensionally on the Ni mesh 

(2000 lines/inch). The beam W鎚 scannedon a line of 150 μm length with the scanning 

speeds ranging from 0.3 to 60 mm/s. The X由 rayyield profile was fitted using symmetric 

double-Gaussian convolution and the beam spot size wぉ obtained. The yield profiles at 

scanning speeds of less than 9 mm/s show a similar shape, although they are deformed and 

finally split into two peaks at the speed of 60 mm/s, especially on both sides. This is due 

to deformation of the output of the HV amplifier at the tops and bottoms of the triangular 

waveform, that is, the HV amplifier is unresponsive to sudden changes of voltage and thus, 

waveform was deformed. Therefore, the maximum scanning speed can be estimated at 9 

mmls to keep coπ・ect irradiation dose on the irradiation pattern. 

Application to the microbeam analyses 

Microbeam analysis samples, such as cultured single cells or collected aerosol 

particles are not always distributed all over. Figure 4 shows a microphotograph of cells 

cultured on the polycarbonate film. In this case, cells occupy only half of the scanning 

area. The analysis time is reduced greatly if the beams are scanned only on the cells. In 

order to define the regions of the cells, scanning transmission ion microscopy (STIM) 
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mapping was used. This is very useful to achieve structural and density imaging for the 

scanning area in a short period, because in STIM, transmitted ions are detected with almost 

100 % efficiency1>. Figure 5 shows a STIM map of the cells according to the area shown 

in Fig. 4. Cells are clearly apparent in the map and correspond to the microphotograph. 

While application of optical images obtained using a microscope is also applicable for this 

system, position calibration is not easy. In case of STIM imaging, position calibration is 

not needed. The scanning pattern, which co汀espondedto the areas of the cells, was 

translated from the STIM map. Transmitted ion energies vary coπesponding to the cell 

thickness. Therefore, appropriate transmitted ion energy range has to be selected to define 

the紅 ・easof the cells properly. To cover all the cell areas, transmitted ion energy range 

was selected widely considering the energy resolution of the charged particle detector. 

Using the STIM-based scanning pattern, microbeams can be made to irradiate only the cells. 

In order to check the scanning pattern and the dose in the irradiation area, before cell 

analysis using the STIM-based scanning pattern, titanium foil of 0.2 μm thick was irradiated 

with this pattern and an X-ray yield map was obtained. The X-ray map is shown in Fig. 6 

along with the irradiation pattern obtained from the STIM map and with the relative X-ray 

yield per square micrometer in the indicated areas. Total irradiation poin臼 were263,168 

po in胞； 263s are required for one scan. The scan was repeated until an X-ray yield 

reached a predetermined yield. The beams were scanned with the settled pattern as shown 

in fig 6. The X-ray yield is constant, as shown in Fig. 6. Fluctuation of the beam current 

was averaged by repeated beam scanning. 

Then the cells were analyzed using the STIM圃 bぉedscanning and with the 

conventional raster scanning. Figure 7 shows elemental concen甘ationmaps of cells with 

the STIM-based scanning and the conventional scanning. The total accumulated ch訂ges

were around 170 nC for both measurements. X-rays were detected only from the settled 

patterns. However, in the space between the cells, there are fractions of patterns, and X-

rays were partly detected. Since the range of the transmitted ion energy was set widely to 

cover all the cell area, some of the areas where cells were not distributed was recognized as 

the areぉ ofcells and were irradiated. 

Elemental concen仕ationsin the cell derived from these scanning methods mutually 

coincide within statistical e汀or. Statistical e汀orsin the STIM-based scanning are better 

than those in the raster scanning in the cell regions because STIM-based scanning increases 

the irradiation dose in the cell area. In case of the same statistical error, the in司diation
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time is reducible to 112.5 with the same statistical eπor. Consequently, the STIM-based 

scanning system reduces the necessary analysis time, as shown in the actual sample 

analysis. 

Application to proton beam writing 

Proton beam writing was achieved by scanning the microbeam with a corresponding 

scanning pattern translated from a bitmap file. The irradiation dose coπ・esponds to the 

color and is changed by varying the irradiation time. Several patterns translated from 

bitmap files were inscribed on Mylar and polyester films to demonstrate the performance of 

the scanning system. The thickness of the Mylar and polyester films were 100 and 100 μm, 

respectively. RBS analysis wぉ performedto monitor the irradiation dose. After the 

irradiation of the Mylar film, direct STIM analysis was carried out. Figure 8 shows a 

microphotograph，叩 RBSmap, and direct STIM images of a Mylar film after irradiation 

with a scanning 阿 ternof Chinese characters：小山亮平. The irradiation pattern is 

clearly apparent both on the microphotograph and on the direct STIM image. The RBS 

image also shows that irradiation was made solely on the character. The beam spot sizes 

of 0.7x0.9 μm2 with a beam cuπ・ent of 50 pA is used in this irradiation. The total 

accumulated charge was 260 nC. Figure 9 shows STIM spectra for i (i町adiationarea), ii 

(space between irradiation area), and iii (non-irradiation area). In region i, the elemental loss 

occu汀・edand the transmitted energy was increased. In the regions of ii and iii, no 

difference was found. Irradiation damage was not me鎚 urablein the space between 

irradiation are鎚； forthat reason, the fast beam skip is useful for PBW. A design of a 

Japanese clぉsicaltoy was inscribed on a polyester film of 100 μm. A micrograph and 

RBS map are shown in Fig. 10. The irradiation was made using a beam spot size of 

l.Oxl.5 μm2 with a beam cuπ・ent of 300 pA. This design was inscribed with two tones and 

is shown in the RBS map. The lower irradiation dose was 40 pC/ μm2; the higher one was 

200 pC/μm2. Red coloration co汀・espondingto the irradiation dose wぉ clearlyapp訂 ent.

A red shift occurred in the irradiation area1>. 

Conclusions 

We developed a new microbeam scanning system that is suitable for microbeam 

analyses and PBW. The system accomplished a pattern-to-pattern spacing procedure, in 

which the microbeam was just scanned with a corresponding pattern of the analyzing 
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sample訂・eaor of the fabrication form. Between the patterns, the beam wぉ movedwith 

the fastest responsive scanning speed. For efficient analysis, a STIM image was translated 

into a scanning pattern. As the result, analyzing time W栂 greatlyreduced for the cell 

sample in which cells are not distributed all over. The scanning system was also applied to 

PBW. Where a pattern W錨 translatedfrom bitmap da飽 includingcolor scale, which W鎚

translated to the irradiation time in proportion to the irradiation dose. Several patterns 

were inscribed on thin polymer foils錨 demonstrations.The scanning system will be useful 

for efficient analysis and PBW. 
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Figure l. Schematic diagram of the beam scanning system and data acquisition system. 

Fi伊江e2. Elemental images of Cu mesh (1000 lines/inch) for a scanning area of 350×450 μm with the two 

HV氾nplifiersystem(left）祖dwi由thefour amplifier system. 

Figure 3. Elemental images of Au (left）姐dNi (right) mesh (2000 lines/inch) with five scanning areas of 
30x30 μm2 at the center position, and at the four comers of出e600x600 μm squ訂emeasured with the no step 

deflectors (left）叩dthe stepped deflectors (right). 
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Figure 4. 
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Microphotograph of Cultured Cells. 
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Figure 5. STIM Map of Cultured Cells. 

Scanning Pattern 
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Figure 6. X-ray yield from titanium foil with STIM-based scanning, irradiation pattern組 dX-ray yields 
from th巴indicated釘eas.

Figure 7. Elemental concentration maps of cells wi出 theSTIM-based scanning (up戸r)and conventional 
scanning (lower). 
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Figure 8. Microphotograph, RBS Map, and Direct STIM Images of a Mylar film after 

Irradiation wi血aScanning Pattern of Chinese Characters：小山 亮平．
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Design of a Japanese Classical Toy Inscribed on th巴PolyesterFilm and RBS. 
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V. 4. Elemental Mapping of an Arsenic Hyperaccumulator Fern 
Using Submilli-PIXE Camera 

Yamazaki H.1, Ishii kλMatsuyama sλKikuchi Y.2, Takahashi YλKawamura Y.2, 
Tashiro K三andInoue C.3 

Introduction 

1Cyclotoron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
2Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University 

3Graduate School of Environmental S仰dies,Tohoku Universi砂

Arsenic contamination of soils and groundwater from various sources such as mine 

and urban wぉtes,wood preservatives and pesticides is of great environmental problem. A 

number of technologies for remediation of soils contaminated by toxic elements have been 

developed. Most of these technologies, however，訂eexpensive, and they occasionally 

produce secondary wastes1>. Recently, environmentally friendly, low-input approaches 

suchぉ phytoremediationhave been proposed to clean up soils contaminated with heavy 

metals and metalloids2>. Phytoremediation using an arsenic hyper-accumulator, Pteris 

vittata L., has generated increasing interest worldwide, for i胞 bothenvironmentally sound 

and cost eff ecti veness3ぺ However,the mechanisms of arsenic uptake and accumulation 

by this plant are not clear at this time. To develop practical applications of this technology, 

it is necessary to explicate effective accumulation mechanisms for toxic elements. 

The pu中oseof this work is to obtain fundamental information on a mechanism of 

arsenic accumulation in Pteris vittata, expected to be an arsenic hyper-acccumulator plant, 

in an in-vivo investigation by using a submilli-PIXE camera settled at Dynamitron 

laboratory of Tohoku Universi ty5>. 

Material and methods 

P. vittata L. was grown on the soil contaminated with arsenic used as a raw material of 

agricultural chemicals for 3 months in a growth chamber with a 16 hours light period, 

25 C/20 C day/night temperature and 70% relative humidity. The concentration of arsenic 

was analyzed 600 mg per kg of soil dried at 105 C using a sequential extraction procedure 
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(following the Standard Measurement and Testing Progr白nof the European Community), 

which identified the following fractions: 1) water soluble, exchangeable and carbonate 

bound; 2) Fe-Mn oxidize bound; 3) organic matter and sulfide bound6・’7). A part of lamia of 

P. vittata was plucked at three different growth stages；加 activegrowth s同ge,a mature 

S旬gewithout arsenic harm and the eldest s旬gewith discoloration by arsenic harm. In the 

arsenate and arsenite upぬkeexperiments, fem seedlings, 3 months after spore germination, 

were cultivated for 1 week in a hydroponic medium containing nutrient solution, and each 

seedling was placed in 100 ml conical beaker filled with 100 ml uptake solution. Then, 

arsenic in the fonn of either As(V) as sodium arsenate or As(III) as sodium arsenite was 

added to the uptake solution to be final concentration of 50 mg-As per litter of fresh nutrient 

solution with or without phosphate ions. The seedlings treated were incubated in the 

growth chamber under the same condition as above mentioned for 6・168hours. 

The submilli-PIXE camera provides spatial distribution images of elements in a region 

of3x3 cm2with a resolution of around 0.5 mm. 3 MeV proton beam （～1 nA beam cu町ent,

<0.5 mm beam diameter) from a 4.5・MVsingle-ended Dynamitron accelerator was 

extracted to open air through a thin polyimid (Kapton) film of 12.5 μm thickness (Fig. 1). 

The X-ray energy and the beam position were simultaneously measured in order to obtain 

spatial distribution of elements. The list mode data acquisition system can sort the data for 

a selected element I energy region and generate an elemental image even while the data are 

accumulated5>. X-rays from a specimen are detected with two Si(Li) detectors; No. I 

detector (7.5 μm thick Be window, 10 mm2 active area) with a low geometric efficiency is 

well suited for detection of an element of low atomic number, and No.2 detector (12.5 μm 

thick Be window, 60 mm2 active area) with a 300・μmMylar absorber allows detection of X 

rayS>4 ke V and the removal of Fecoil protons. This resulted in a decrease of the dead time 

of signal processing and pile叩・ QuantitativePIXE analysis was performed using the 

GeoPIXEII software町．

Results and discussion 

Pteris. vittata L., a kind of fern, has been found as an arsenic hyper accumulator plant. 

It is assumed that arsenate taken up by the roots is converted to arsenite before or after it is 

translocated to the fronds. It is also speculated that the phosphate transporting protein in 

the fern has a responsibility for the arsenic influx. However, the entry system of arsenic to 

this fem and the mechanism of translocation to the fronds are not studied well. 
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Figure 2 shows the elemental distributions in laminas of P. vittata at three growth 

sぬges. The numerical value in the color bar shows the maximum weight percent of a 

selected element in the plant of which composition is assumed to be 80% H20 + 20% 

C4H603・Inthe case of P. vittata at the eldest stage with arsenic harm, arsenic and essential 

elements of plan臼 suchas po胞ssiumand calcium釘edetected in a similar concen佐ation

level. However, arsenic concen回 .tedespecially to near edge of the fronds which 

corresponds to the discoloration part of the fronds, and arsenic occurs at a low level in the 

vein. Calcium is unifonnly distributed in both the vein and the fronds, but po旬ssium

disappears to some extent from the withering part of the fronds with arsenic accumulation, 

indicating the death of a portion of frond cells. In the case of younger P. vittata laminas, 

these elements are distributed rather unifonnly in a whole part of the lamina including the 

vein, excluding that arsenic and potassium concentrate in some degree into the tip of the 

fronds at the youngest stage. PIXE叩 alysisshowed the change of arsenic concentration 

(mg-As per kg frond (wet weight)) in the fern fronds at different growth stages: 1800・2600

mg-As per kg at the youngest stage, 460・840mg-As per kg at a mature sぬgewithout 

arsenic harm, and 1500・3500mg-As per kg at the eldest s旬gewith arsenic withering. 

These results indicate that arsenic absorbed from a contaminated soil is almost 

totally translocated to the fronds in youth and the concen回 tiondecreases while the fronds 

grow up, and in the final phase of the growth of fronds arsenic is concen甘atedagain in the 

edge of fronds until withered. So, we can speculate that P. vittata acquires tolerance for 

arsenic by accumulating it in the edge of the fronds in stead of redistributing arsenic in the 

laminas without arsenic accumulation. For the eldest growth s阻geof P. vittata, the fronds 

grow thick, and the arsenic concen甘ationis much higher than the contaminated level of 600 

mg-As per kg for the soil used in cultivating the fern plan飽． When P. vittata plan飴訂e

cultivated enough叩 dthen reaped together, the plan胞 C組 bepotentially used for cleanup of 

soil that is contaminated by arsenic originated from agricul刷ralchemicals or drain of 

factories and smelting works. 

In conclusion, the cm-scale area mapping of elements by the subumilli-PIXE 

camera reveals arsenic redistribution in the fronds of P. vittata at different growth s阻ges.

Therefore, PIXE analysis by the subumilli-PIXE camera is an effective tool for undertaking 

phytoremediation research to decide a reaping time and a reaped part of an arsenic hyper-

accumulator plant, because it enables to detail arsenic location in a living plant without 

laborious pretreatmen胞．
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Figure 1. Cross section view of beam exit assembly. 
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Figure 2. Photograph and elemental maps of lamias of P. vittata at three growth stages. 
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VI. 1. Half-life Measurement of 7Be in Different Chemical 
and Physical Environments 

Ohtsuki T., Kasagi J., and Hirose K. 

Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Toho初 Universiη，

As first suggested by Segr'e et al. 0, the electron-capture (EC) decay rate depends 

on the density of atomic electrons within the nucleus. Environmental factors such as 

chemical forms and pressure etc. may alter the electron contact densities in the nucleus and 

thus affect the electron-capture decay rates. The nucleus of 7Be is a good candidate in 

which to look for such variations in environmental factors because of its simple electronic 

structure, ls22s2, in the EC decay nucleus. The 7Be decays directly to a 3/2・groundstate 

of 7Li with a branching of 89.6%, it goes with a branching of 10.4% to a first excited sta低

of 7Li(l/2・at478 keV), which decays by y emission to the ground sぬte. In experimen胞 to

determine the decay rate of 7Be in various environments, different chemical fonns and/or 

host materials have been investigated by several groups. Differences found in the decay 

rate of 7Beぉ afunction of different chemical fonns, host materials and under high pressure 

had been limited almost to within 0.2%. In recent studies, however, large variations have 

been observed as a function of different chemical forms and pressure etc2.3>. Therefore, a 

precise measurement is still needed to obtain the absolu胞 decayrate. So far, the success of 

the 7Be endohedral C70 (7Be@C70) has allowed us to measure the half-life of 7Be inside C60 

and C704・5>. Then, we have measured the half-life of 7Be in the sample of 7Be@C70 by using 

a reference method. 

To produce the source of 7Be, Li2C03 wぉ usedin powder form. The grain size 

of the materials was smaller than 100 meshes (20 μm). Purified fullerene (C70) w鎚

carefully mixed with each material (weight ratio=l: 1) in an agate mor旬r,adding a few ml 

of carbon disulfide (CS2). After drying up, about 100 mg of the mixture sample was 

wrapped in a pure aluminum foil of 10 μmin thickness for irradiation. Irradiation with 16 

MeV protons was performed at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University. 
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The beam cu町entwぉ typically2.5 μA and the irradiation time was about 24 hours. The 

'Be can be produced in the 7Li(p,n) reaction. The irradiated sample was dissolved in 0・

dichlorobenzene and filtered through a Millipore filter (pore size=0.2 μm) to remove 

insoluble materials. The soluble portion was i吋ectedinto a HPLC device equipped with a 

5PBB (Cosmosil) at a flow rate of 3 ml/min. For confinnation of fullerenes and their 

derivatives, a UV detector was installed with a wavelength of 290 nm. In order to 

measure they-rays emanating from 7Be, eluent fractions were collected for 30 sec intervals. 

The 7Be@C70 portion was checked with 478 ke V y-ray by a HPGe-detector. After 

confirmation of the existence of 7Be@C70, the sample was dried and pressed to use a 

measurement sample. 

In order to measure the half-life at T=293K and SK, the 7Be@C70 sample was placed 

in the top of a sample holder and a He closed-cycle cryostat, respectively. Here, the two 

samples, 7Be@C70 (fastened in sample holder (293K) or the cryostat (SK)) and Be metal 

('Be) (293K), were placed in a compu飽r-controlledsample changer, which precisely 

moved the samples in front of a y-ray detector. The measurement W出 startedafter the 

7Be@C70 sample underwent sufficient cooling at T=5K under vacuum. This arrangement 

allowed the decay rates of the two samples to be measured in a consistent fashion while 

reducing systematic e町ors. In the system, the internal clock time of the computer for data 

acquisition was constantly calibrated by a time-standard signal distributed via a long-wave 

radio center in Japan. The 478 ke V y-rays emanating from the EC-decay daughterof 7Be 

(the first excited state of 7Li) were measured using a HPGe detector coupled to a 4096・

channel pulse-height analyzer. Here, we set the specific measurement duration to 21600 

seconds (21480 seconds for the live meぉurementtime and 120 seconds for the dead-time 

of the measurement system plus the sample exchange) for one data point. The amount of 

radioactivity associated with the decay of 7Be （貝=478keV) could be uniquely analyzed 

through the identification of the characteristic y-rays. The decay curves obtained in the 

present measurements were fitted, by use of the MINUIT program distributed by the CE時J

Program Library. The reduced chi-square values of the exponential n臼 arebetween 0.9 

and 1.1. The uncertainty due to the dead time was estimated to be less than 0.04%, and 

the systematic e汀orin the measurements was estimated to be less than half of the statistical 

errors. 

In this term, we have measured the decay rates and deduced the co汀・espondinghalf-

lives of 7Be in samples of 7Be@C70 at T=293K and SK, and in Be metal ('Be) at T=293K 
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with durations of almost three half-lives of 7Be. All data obtained so far was plotted in Fig. 

1. The closed squares indicate the half-lives obtained for the 7Be@C60 sample at T=293K, 

the open circles for those obtained for the 7Be@C60 sample at T=5K and, the closed circle 

for the half-life of the 7Be@C70 at T=293K, further, the cross symbols for th剖 ofthe Be 

metal {'Be) at T=293K. It is surprising to note that the half-life of 7Be in the 7Be@C60 at 

T=SK and that in the the 7Be@C,0 at T=293K as well as T=SK stays in 52.44-52.47 days. 

These values are dramatically different from that in the Be metal {'Be) at T=293K by 

almost 1.5%. This fact implies that the 7Be atoms are located in a unique environment 

inside f ullerenes6-8>. 
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VII. 1. Synthesis of Iodine-124 Labeled αEGF-RAntibody 
and its Biological Evaluation 

Horiuchi Y人FunakiY人KikuchiYλ Yamazaki H.1, and Ishii K.1・2 

Introduction 

1 Cyclotoron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
2Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University 

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a very useful modality not only for 

visualizing different types of neurotransmissions in the human brain but also for diagnosing 

diseases, especially tumors. [18円FDGis widely used to PET probe for imaging tumors. 

However, the half-life (T 1,J of radionuclides used for P町 isshort. Therefore, it is 

impossible for PET probes to provide biological information for diagnosis of tumors at 

several days after the administration. 

1241 is a rather long-lived (T 112 = 4.15 days) positron-emitting nuclide. Hence, an 

image of high contrast could be acquired due to the washing-out effect if 1241 can be used as 

new PET probes. On the other hand, 1241 has a disadvantage for PET imaging. That is, its 

low positron abundance (only 22.9% of the disintegration), and prompt y-rays pose the 

degradation of image resolution and the noise problem. In spite of those disadvantages, a 

good quality image was obtained for benzodiazepine receptors in the cerebral cortex of a 

living rat brain by using 1241-iomazenill). Furthermore, the synthesis of new P町 probes

labeled using 1241 seems to be e鎚 ybecause the radioiodine has already been used鎚 various

SPECT probes. 

To date, monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) that identify tumor-associated antigens are 

utilized in the cancer therapy. In the field of the diagnosis, the development of the P町、

probes using the character of these MAbs has already started2.3>. 

In the present study, we describe the synthesis of 1241 labeled antibody using the 

IODOGEN method, and the biological evaluation of it. 
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Material and methods 

General 

Chemicals and solvents were obtained from Aldrich and Wako Pure Chemicals. 

αEGF-R antibody and IODOGEN coated tube were also purchぉedfrom W ako Pure 

Chemicals. A431 cell line was obtained from Tohoku University, Institute of development, 

Aging and Cancer, Cell Resource Center for Biomedical Research. 

Production of 1241 

Production of 1241 was carried out described in our previous paper4>. Briefly, 1241 

was produced by the 1~e(p,n)124l reaction. The胞rgetwas 1~司e02 I 6 wt% Al203 solid 

solution and it was bombarded with 14 MeV proton beams. 

Antibody labeling 

We used the IODOGEN method for labeling the antibody with radioiodine. An 

aliquot of αEGF-R antibody (ca. 0.1 μg, 1 μL) was added to如 IODOGENcoated tube 

followed by addition of some activities of radioiodine (1241or1話I)in PBS (the total 100 μL). 

The solution was vortexed every 10 minutes at room temperature. After 30 min, 100 μL of 

0.1 % BSA-PBS was added. The labeled antibody with radioiodine was purified using gel 

filtration chromatography (Sephadex 025). 0.1 % BSA-PBS as the eluted solution was 

collected (200 or 500 μL), and the radioactivity was measured by a y-coun旬r(AccuFLEX y 

7000, ALOKA). 

Reaction with A43 l cells 

A431 cells were grown in D同MEMwith 5% FCS in C02 incubator. Trypsin was 

added to peel off the cells from dishes. This suspensions were centrifuged at 900xg for 5 

min and the pellets were washed and resuspended about 1×105 cells in 50 μL of PBS. It 

was reacted with 100 μL of 1241-labeled antibody (1241-Ab) (8 or 80 nCi) and 50 μL of PBS at 

37°C for 30 min. The suspension was filtered on Whatman GF/B glass filters. The 

radioactivity of A431 cells on them was measured by a y-counter. In the blocking 

experiment, about 1 μg of unlabeled antibody was added to the reaction. 
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Result and discussion 

Figure 1 shows typical patterns of purifying the antibody using radioiodine. 

Usually, the labeled antibody was eluted at 3・5mL, and the unreacted radioiodine was 

eluted at 7・11mL (Fig. 1・A). As shown in Figs. 1・Band 1・C,the antibody labeled with 

1241 is lower than that with 1251. Actually, the labeling ratio using IおIwas approximately 

70%, but that using 1241 wぉ quitelow (Table 1). Moreover, the labeling ratio decreases鎚

the radioactivity of 1241 increases. 1251 emits only y-rays of low energy in the EC decay. 

By contrast, the decay of 1241 produces high-energy prompt y-rays (0.602 MeV) and high 

energy positron (1.5 and 2.1 MeV). If 100 μL of reacting solution hぉ aspherical shape, i臼

radius is 2.88 mm, so the effect of y ray may be negligible small. On the other hand, the 

energy of principal 13+ emitted is 1.5 MeV and 2.1 MeV, which are genera飽dby almost the 

same percenぬge. The ranges of each 13+ are 1.61 mm and 2.55 mm，問spectively.

Therefore, energy of (3+ is almost used in ionization of the reacting solution. As a result, it 

may be suggested that the hydrated electron that was high reductant produced in an aqueous 

solvent and the oxidized radioiodine was inhibited to generate. To improve this low 

reaction of 1241, it was reported that the additions of unlabeled iodide incre鉛 ethe yield of 

radiolabeled antibody in IODOGEN method5>. However, we did not examine this method, 

because it reduced the specific activity of 1241・Ab.

Figure 2 shows the binding of 1241-Ab to A431 cells. This binding rate was 

approximately 15% and it was not also changed using the ten-fold副nountof 1241・Ab. In 

the blocking s旬dy,it did not alter binding rate in spite of the addition of unlabeled antibody 

whose amount was 1,000-times in moles th組 1241-Ab. Therefore, the binding potential of 

17.41・Abto EGF-R might be almost nonspecific binding. As this reason, it is thought that 

1241 may bind to antigen recognition site of αEGF-R antibody. Unfortunately, this result 

sugges胞 thatthis 1241-Ab is not available in PEf imaging住acer. We will use another 

αEGF-R antibody and evaluate the synthesis in the same way. 
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Table l. Comparison of labeling rate wi白labeledantibody by 1251 and 1241. 

Radioactivity Antibody I/antibody rnol悶tlo Labeling ratio 

10 μCi 。 ． 

1251 300 ~1 Ci 2119 10 65% 

100 μCi 1 [IQ 6.9 71 % 

10 μCi 0.1 [IQ 0.48 31 % 
12~ ， 50 μCi 0.1 [IQ 2.4 29% 

90 μCi 0.1 μg 4.3 15% 
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Figure I. Gel filtration chromatogram of 
labeled antibody using ml or 1241. 
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VIII. 1 Relationship Between Brain Histamine H1 Receptor Occupancy, 
Subjective Sleepiness and Plasma Drug Concentration Following 

Oral Administration of Antihistamines Bepotastine 
and Diphenhydramine 

Tashiro M.1, Duan X人KatoMλMiyakeM.1, Watanuki S.1, 
Ishikawa YλFunaki Y.2, Iwata Rλltoh M.1, and Yanai K.1・3 

1Divisions of Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine. Cyclotron and Radio的 topeCenter, 
Tohoku University 

2Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
3Department of Pharmacology, Graduate School of Medicine Tohoku University 

Introduction 

Histamine H1 receptor (H1R) antagonis胞， orantihistamines, are often used for 

tr1伺 tmentof allergic diseぉessuch as atopic dermatitis and seasonal rhinitis (also called 

pollinosis or hay fever). Antihistamines mainly act on these allergic sites in the peripheral 

tissues but can induce“sedative”side effects that result in subjective sleepiness and 

impaired performance. These undesirable central side effects are caused by blockade of 

nerve transmission in the histaminergic neuron system projecting from the 

tuberomammillary nucleus to almost all cortical訂eas1-3>. First-generation antihistamines 

such as diphenhydramine and d-chlorpheniramine can easily penetrate blood-brain barrier 

(BBB) and tend to occupy a large proportion of post-synaptic H1Rs4の. Second-generation 

antihistamines, such as fexofenadine, cetirizine and olopatadine, can slightly penetrate the 

BBB and HlRs are slightly occupied as having been demons甘atedusing positron emission 

tomography (PET)4・刈 . Variation in cerebral H1R occupancy (H1RO) of antihistamines 

results mainly from their different BBB permeability. Thus, sedative property of 

antihistamines can be evaluated in terms of H1RO measured with P町 and[11C]doxepin, a 

radiopharmaceutical that specifically binds to HlRs. 

Methods 

The present study was approved by the Committee on Clinical Investigation at 
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Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, Japan, and wぉ performedin accordance 

with the policy of the Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were perf o口nedat the 

Cyclotron組 dRadioisotope Centre, Tohoku University. Eight healthy male volunteers 

(mean age＋／ー s.d.:24.4 ＋／・ 3.3y伺 rsold) were studied after single oral administration of 

bepotastine 10 mg, diphenhydramine 30 mg, or placebo, using P町 with[11C]doxepin in a 

crossover study-design. The bepotastine is a novel second-generation antihistamine 

developed in Japan (Fig. 1), and diphenhydramine wぉ addedto the present study as an 

active placebo附. PET brain images were reconstructed with a filtered back projection 

algorithm. These brain images were normalized by plぉmaradioactivity da旬 at10 min 

post-injection and normalized by the distribution volume (DV) values in the cerebellum to 

yield specific binding potential ratio images11). Then, H1R occupancy values were 

calculated using placebo data, and were compared between bepoぬstine and 

diphenhydramine. During the study, subjective sleepiness of each subject was measured 

in each subject at 0, 60, 120 and 180 min post-administration using the Line Analogue 

Rating Scale (LARS). Plasma concentrations of bepotastine and diphenhydramine were 

also measured at 0, 60, 120 and 180 min post-administration using liquid chromatography/ 

tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). The relationship between plasma drug 

concentration (AUC）叩dHlRO was examined using Pearson’s correlation test. A 

probability of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant10>. 

Results 

Result of mean su句ectivesleepiness is shown in Fig. 2. Mean subjective sleepiness 

of diphenhydrarnine peaked at 120 to 180 min post-administration and that of bepotastine 

peaked at 120 min post-administration. It was demonstrated that subjective sleepiness 

following diphenhydramine administration wぉ significantlystronger (p< 0.001) than those 

of both bepotastine and placebo at 120 and 180 min post-administration, and that of 

bepotastine was not significantly different from that of placebo (Fig. 2). 

Results of mean plasma concentrations of bepotastine and diphenhydramine 

demonstrated that the peak mean plasma concentration of bepotastine ranged from 60 to 

180 min post-administration. Mean plasma concentration of diphenhydramine was 

maximal from 120 to 180 min post-administration1町（da旬 notshown here). 

Brain images following oral administration of bepoぬstinedemonstrated slightly 

lower binding potential ratio in comp如 sonto those following placebo, and images 
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following diphenhydramine administration demonstrated significantly lower binding 

potential ratio in comparison to both placebo and bepotastine (Fig. 3). Overall cortical 

mean H1RO of bepotastine and diphenhydramine were 14.8% and 56.8%, respectively1の．

Regarding the resul臼 ofcorrelation analysis, mean H1RO due to diphenhydramine 

tended to increase rapidly with diphenhydramine concentration when the baseline data訂e

plotted together (Fig. 4A), while that due to bepotastine gradually increased with 

bepotastine concentration (Figure 48). H1RO following bepotastine administration did not 

significantly correlate to subjective sleepiness (Fig. 40), while the H1RO following 

diphenhydramine administration significantly correlated to subjective sleepiness (Figure 

4C). 

Discussion 

To date, we have studied the mechanism of functional suppression in signal 

transmission through H1Rs in the brain. In the present study, H1RO of bepotastine, a second-

generation antihistamine, was compared to that of diphenhydramine, a typical sedative 

antihistamine. H1RO after a single oral administration of bepotastine 10 mg or 

diphenhydramine 30 mg was calculated as approximately 14.8% and 56.8%, respectively. 

Previous P回‘ studiesdemonstrated that first-generation antihistamines occupied more than 

50% of available H1Rs and that the second-generation antihistamines would occupy around 

0 to 20% of brain H1Rs46'9>. H1RO after oral administration of bepotastine 10 mg was 

much lower than that of first-generation antihistamines ( 15% vs. 50% ), and this result is in 

accord加 cewith the categorization of bepotastine as a second-generation antihistamine. In 

addition, nowadays the second田 generationantihistamines are further separated into 2 

subgroups according to their BBB permeabilities2.3>; a category that cause little sedation at 

low doses, but cause dose-related cognitive impairment at higher doses as seen with 

cetirizine and olopatadine, as well as the other category that does not cross BBB and 

therefore induces no sedation even at exceeded dosesぉ seenwith f exofenadine町. Based 

on the results of the present study, brain penetration of bepotastine has a certain level of 

dose dependency although subjective sleepiness is at a negligible level. The present 

results suggest that the bepotastine belongs to the category that causes little sedation at low 

doses but cause dose-related cognitive impairment at increased doses. The bepotastine 

demonstrated another cognitive study involving an active placebo is needed in order to 

draw a definitive conclusion. The dose dependency of H1RO should also be examined by 
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P町 measurementsat higher doses. 
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Figw-e 1. Chemical structure of bepotastine besilate. 
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Figure 2. Subjective sleepiness evaluated using the Line Analogue 
Rating Scale 江ARS）.日ghthealthy subjects were studied following 
oral achn泊istrationof bepo脳 血e但EP,10 mg), diphenhydr細血eのiJP.
30 mg), or placebo (PLA）.本Reprcx:lucedfrom the reference [10] by 
co町tesyof Blackwell Publishing Company. 
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Fi♂tre 3. Binding potential ratio images of [11C]doxepin m出ehuman brain. Binding potential ratio of 

[11C]doxepin was calculated in healthy male su句ects(n=8) by PET following oral administrations of placebo 

(left), bepotastine (10 mg, middle) or diphenhydr姐 tine(30 mg, right) for each甘eatmentcondition were 

compared. White circles in the transaxiaJ images indicate the regions of interest (ROJs). Brain image of 

each subject was transformed to fit stereotaxic brain space and was averaged across each drug condition to 

generate血emean images displayed here. *Reproduced from the reference [10) by co町 tesyof Black、問II

Publishing Company. 
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Fi♂tre 4. Relationship between mean H1RO, plasma concentration組 dsubjective sleepiness following 

administrations of bepotastine and diphenhydramine. Relationship between H1RO組 dplasma concen回 tions

was examined for diphenhydramine (A) and bepotastine (B) where the plasma concentrations of these 

antihist姐 linesare presented as釘 eaunder the curve (AUC). H1RO of diphenhydramine rapidly increases 

with plasma concen凶 tionwhile H1RO of bepotastine gradually increases with plasma concentration. Error 

bars represent intra-individual variability (S.Dふ Subjectivesleepiness (presented as AUC of line-analogue 

rating scale curve: AUC_LARS) demonstrates mild correlation to mean H1RO due to diphenhydrarnine (C), 

while subjective sleepiness due to bepotastine demonstrates no correlation to mean H1RO due to bepotastine 

(D). *Reproduced from U1e reference [10) by courtesy of Blackwell Publishing Company. 
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Introduction 

Physical exercise such as running is executed through a sophisticated neural control 

system in the brain. Neural processing in the human brain plays crucial roles not only in 

the generation of motor outpu胞 butalso in the perception and integration of various sensory 

inputs. There are various methods as tools of functional neuroimaging, such as nuclear 

medicine techniques. including positron emission tomography (P町） and single photon 

emission computed tomography (SPECT), and other imaging modalities such as functional 

magnetic resonance imaging （仏00), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), 

electroencephalography (EEG）如dmagnetoencephalography (MEG). 

We have been utilizing! PEf for many years to measure the regional metabolic 

changes of the living human b1加11・2>and skeletal muscles during exercise3.4>. P町、 has

been a useful tool for measu9ng cerebral metabolic changes induced by exercise tasks. 

This is especially true for P回‘ proceduresthat utilize the radio-labelled glucose analogue 

([18円fluorodeoxyglucose:[18円FOG). The halιlife of [18円FOG,approximately 110 min, 

is suitable for long observation ranging 30 to 60 min. The metabolic change is trapped, 

which enables the observation of the remaining metabolic “record”or“memory”． 

An activated regional brain activity is, in physiological condition, accompanied by 

increased demand for glucose and is immediately followed by dilation of brain capillaries 

that results in increased regional cerebral perfusion. The cerebral perfusion can be 

measured using釦 dP町 with:radio-labelled w剖er([150]H20), although this technique is 

cumbersome and hぉ somer回 trictions,where subjects have to exercise in the supine 

position during PET examinations because of the short half-life (approximately 2 min). 
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Then, PEf with [18円FDGhas a merit in obseiving daily human activities as they are in 

their natural circumstances5>. We first applied this [18円FDGPEr technique to human 

subjects during a running task in the upright postu向。andduring actual car-driving匂．

History of functional neuroimaging of exercise 

P回司 hasbeen used for meぉuringregional brain activity during or following exercise 

凶 busing various radioactive pharmaceuticals such as [1旬FDGand [150]H20. Regional 

cerebral metabolic changes induced by exercise have been examined in animals using 

autoradiography technique such as [14C]deoxyglucose ([14C]2-DG)7・S>. [14C]2・DOhas been 

a useful tracer for exercise studies because it does not require the simultaneous scanning of 

subjects during an exercise凶 k町. Using this technique, Sharp et al.1的demonstrated叩

increase in glucose uptake in the cerebellar vermis of swimming ra胞. On the other hand, 

another study using free-running ra胞 showedno selective activity in the cerebellar vermis 

but moderately increased glucose uptake for the entire cerebellum10. Thus, this 

autoradiography technique using [14C]2-DG has been useful for exercise studies because it 

does not require simultaneous scanning of subjec胞duringan exercise旬sk9>;The metabolic 

alteration is trapped, which enables the observation afterward. With this technique, daぬ

acquisition can be performed following exercise tasks. However, the [14C]2・DOwas not 

applicable to human activation studies because i胞 verylong half-life. 

Later, human studies were also conducted in terms of brain perfusion. The first 

study on human brain activity during exercise was conducted by Herholz and coworkers12>. 

In this study, subjects were examined during a riding task in the half-upright posture using 

the 133Xe clearance method. Later, using PEf with [150]H20, Fink and coworkers 

demonstrated the regional activation during and immediately after an ergometer task. 

They showed activation in the superomedial p釘tof the motor cortex associated with leg 

and訂m motion, which disappeared immediately following the cessation of the motor 

task13>. In addition, they demonstrated that the lateral part of the motor cortex remained 

active possibly due to chest wall movement associated with post-exercise 

hyperventilation13>. 

We first applied [18円FDGPEf to healthy human subjec句 duringa running task in the 

upright posture1>, and demonstrated augmented energy consumption in the parieto・occipital

region during the task compared with the motor area. This was probably due to the higher 

energy consumption necessary for integrating multimodal sensory information. Our 
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results also showed that frontal activity was lower during running than during resting. In 

addition, our group also examined whole-body energy (glucose) redistribution and how 

exercise aff ec臼 thisdistribution14>. Based on our workl), Kemppainen組 dcoworkers 

examined absolute glucose consumption in the human brain of healthy volunteers. They 

demonstrated that the glucose consumption in the human brain was clearly diminished in 

proportion to exercise strength. 

Methodological aspec包

In studies using [1ヤ］FDG,SU切ectsare instructed to run for a to凶 of30 to 40 min 

after [18円FDGin ection, with 10 to 15 min of exercise before injection. The amount of 

iniected [1ヤ］回Gis approximately 40 to 80 MBq (1 to 2 mCi per su対ect)if a 3D data 

acquisition system is used. If a 20 system is used, 200 MBq [18円FDG(approximately 5 

mCi) is needed for data acquisition to compensate for the lower sensitivity of the detector 

system. For [18F]FDG injection, a catheter is usually inserted into an如 tecubi凶 forearm

vein. The plasma time-activity curve (pTAC) of su切ectsdemonstrates that the plasma 

[18円FOGconcen甘ati on is very high for the first 10 min or so after i吋ection,and then 

gradually decreases. Therefore, it is recommended that exercise tasks be conducted during 

the first 30 min or so. With this in mind, [18＇円FOGPET can be an ideal technique for 

studies on exercise physiology by separating“aぬskphase”and “data acquisition phase”． 

This paradigm allows investigation of a totally free movement task凶 signedto subjec胞．

Wi出 the[18F]FDG P町 technique,su句ec臼 canca町 outany回 ks,that is, not only 

running but any movement such as driving of a car or swimming5，。. p町 scanningis 

initiated 40 min after [18円FDGinjection since [18円FDGuptake in brain tissue reaches the 

plateau level at around 40 to 50 min post-in ection. Our previous study suggested the 

presence of lateralization in muscular glucose metabolism used during upright running1，の．

Although the temporal resolut,on of the [18円FOGPET technique is limited (just 30 to 60 

min), it is this unique property that enables the application of this technique to observe 

human daily movement. 

Results and discussion 

Using [18円FDGPET technique, we have demonstrated the relative increase in glucose 

uptake in the temporo-parie凶 associationcortex, occipital cortex, premotor cortex, primary 

sensorimotor cortex and the cerebellar vennis1.s>. Relative reduction of glucose up旬kewぉ
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detected in the p陀 fron凶 cor句x,tempo凶 cor蹴， cerebellarhemisphere, brain s除m,s凶a制m.

M伺 nvalues of global brain glucose uptake wぉ relativelylower in runners than in resting 

con甘ols1・勾. Kemppainen and coworkers replicated the study and demonstrated significant 

reduction of regional glucose metabolic rate in all co:凶calregions in correlation to exercise 

intensity, especially in the dorsal part of the anterior cingulate co巾 x2>.

Interestingly, they also pointed out that exercise training could be associated with 

adaptive metabolic changes in the frontal cortex勾. Thus, global and regional brain 

metabolic decline was observed using [18円FDGP町 especiallyin the limbic and fron胞l

regions1・2・S>. The relatively low glucose uptake detected in the cerebellar hemisphere in our 

study was brought about by the adaptation due to the repetition of the same motor旬sk15>.

We speculated that the fron凶 andlimbic hypometabolism was associated wi由 emotional

changes in runners, including the phenomenon called “runner’s high’： a sensation of well-

being and reduced anxiety during running5'16>. Dietrich and Sp釘 lingreported that 

endurance exercise tended to impair prefrontal-dependent cognitive ability in healthy young 

male volunteers17>. Based on these findings, Dietrich proposed a new theory, a “transient 

hypofron凶itytheory (THT）”， where the prefrontal activity is suppressed indirectly due to 

the limitation in energy supply to the brain in the situation where enormous amount of 

energy is needed for execution of endurance exercise18). Interestingly, this theory explains 

well a neural mechanism reg訂dingthe mental heal th benefits of exercise17・1句．

In addition, the [1句FDGP町 techniquecan be叩pliedto functional neuroimaging 

studies of other movement tasks such as c訂 driving. So far, neural correlates of c訂・

driving have been studied using fMRI and PET techniques and由ereproducibility of the 

findings has been demons町ated1i>-22>. However, interestingly, all these neuroimaging 

studies have been using simulated car-driving tasks instead of actual car-driving task1i>-22>. 

Conclusion 

PEI' neuroimaging of daily movement is a relatively new research topic. An 

advantage of [18F]FDO P町、 methodis that subjec臼 donot have to be scanned at the same 

time than during由eexercise. We have demons町atedthe fe鎚 ibilityof [1句FOGP町 in

monitoring brain activations induced by actual running in the upright posture. This 

technique supplies further evidence to support the positive aspec包 ofexercise in the fields 

of sports physiology and psychology. 
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volunteers. 
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Introduction 

Exercise often involves emotional changes. At higher exercise intensity, we easily 

get to exhaustion, but could also get refreshed at the same time. In addition we retain the 

sense of heavy exercise for a relatively long time. Therefore, we hypothesized that at 

higher exercise intensity, brain regions involving long-term memory within the limbic 

system as well as the motor area could be activated. The purpose of this study was to 

examine the regional brain metabolism induced during bicycle exercise at different 

intensity. 

恥fethods

Regional brain activity was detected by positron emission tomography (PET) and 

glucose-tracer 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in 7 male volunteers (22.9 ± 1.6 year, 

V02max 46.2 ± 2.2 ml/kg・min). Each subject cycled at 3 different workloads (30%, 55% 

and 70% V02max) using a bicycle ergometer on three separate days with an interval of 

more than two days. FDG (59土 11.2MBq) was i吋ected5 minutes after the beginning of 

exercise and to凶 exercisetime was 35 minutes. PET emission scan started approxima則y

45 min after the termination of exercise using an SET2400W whole-body tomography 

system, (Shimadzu Co, Japan), with an intrinsic spatial resolution of 3.9 mm. The 

tomography system has 32 rings of BOO crys凶sseparated by axial intervals of 3.15 mm 

covering an axial field of 20 cm. Transmission scan followed the emission scan, using a 

68Ge/68Ga rotating external line source for correction of tissue attenuation. For statistical 

analysis, all brain images were anatomically normalized by mathematical calculation 

including linear and non-linear transformation to minimize inter-subject anatomical 
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variation using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99)1・2>. Brain images were smoothed 

using 16mm filter to improve signal to noise ratio. All pixel values were normalized to an 

arbitrary global mean value of 50 mg/lOOml/min by ANCOVA, in order to exclude the 

effects of inter-subject variability in global cerebral glucose metabolism. A paired t-test 

was applied to each voxel; only voxel clusters were kept with voxels co汀・espondingto 

p<0.001 in a single胞stand cluster size 10 voxel minimum, in one way (55%・30%,70%・

55%, 70% -309る）．

Results 

As compared to exercise at 30% V02max, exercise at 55% V02max activated a 

distinct region in the thalamus (Fig. IA). As compared to exercise at 55% V02max, 

exercise at 70% V02max activated regions in the superior fron凶 gyrus,the right superior 

temporal gyrus, the cingulate gyrus and the left brainstem (Fig. IB). As compared to 

exercise at 30% V02max, exercise at 70% V02max activated areぉ inthe right insula, the 

left caudate, the bilateral cingulate gyrus and the left cerebellum (Fig. IC). There was no 

marked increase in the regional brain activity of primary motor area relative to exercise 

intensity. 

Discussion/Conclusion 

These results clearly show that the brain regions related to emotion and memory 

were more activated at higher exercise intensity. These areas making projections to each 

other may subconsciously make episode memory of the exercise experience at higher 

exercise intensity. Exercise of higher intensity may be beneficial for pathophysiological 

states in which brain activity involving emotion or memory is down regulated, such as 

depression or amnesia. 
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Figure IA shows brain activity between 55% V02max・30%V02max exercise. 

Figure 1B shows bJョinactivity between 70% V02max -55% V02max exercise. 

Figure IC shows brain activity between 70% V02max -30% V02max exercise. 
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Introduction 

Efficiency of energy1 substrate supply form blood is one of the main factors of 

exercise performance. We previously repo此.edthe relationship between glucose up旬keof

skeletal muscle and myocardium, and exercise intensityl.2>. Glucose up飽keof skeletal 

muscle and myocardium didn’t increase according to increment of exercise intensity in 

untrained men. The pu中oseof this study was to investigate the relationship between 

exercise intensity and FFA and glucose uptake of skeletal muscle and myocardium with 

single photon emission tomography (SPECT) and Positron Emission tomography (PET), 

respective I y. 

Methods 

Measure111盟・ntof t!lucose UTJtake. 

Four-teen healthy subjects (30.4±6.2 years, mean±S.E.) participated this glucose 

S伽dy. Maximal aerobic pm~er (V02max) was 49.6±9.7 ml/Kg/min. Each subject wぉ

studied on three sepru:司tedays with time interval of more than two days. Bicycle ergometer 

at three different workloads wぉ used,30, 55and 75 % V02max. 18F-FDG was injected 10 

minutes after the beginning of exercise and total exercise time was 35 minutes. PET 

imaging started immediately after the exercise. P町 studieswere performed using組

eight ring ECAT 931/08 -tomograph. Plasma radioactivity, glucose and lactate acid 

values were obtained during studies. Quantification of glucose up同kewas based on the 

method developed by Sokoloff et al3>. Glucose uptake was meぉuredin the quadriceps 
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femoris muscle (Q町andin the myocardium. 

Measurement of FFA untake. 

Six untrained su同ec胞（20.2士 1.2years) participated FFA study. V02max w偲

52.三ビ2.1ml/Kg/min. Study design was almost same as the glucose study. 1231-labeled 

15-(p-iodophenyl）・3・（R,S)-methyl-pentadecanoicacid (1泊1-BMIPP)that is tracer of FFA 

was injected intravenously 5 minutes after the subjec胞 startedexercise. Single photon 

emission tomography (SPECT) measuremen臼 werestarted immediately after the exercise. 

Tomographic images were obtained from regions of the QF and myoc訂dium. 1231-BMIPP 

counts per minute indicate the extent of 1231-BMIPP upぬkein tissue and were corrected in 

terms of total whole body count (FU; regional mean count I whole body count; optional 

unit) in each experiment. 

Results 
QF glucose uptake increased significantly from 30% V02max to 55% V02max 

intensity (P < 0.05), but not further during 75% V02max intensity (Fig. IA). QF 1231-BMIPP 

up旬kes at 40% and 55% vo2max intensity were significantly higher than that of 

759るV02max(Fig. lB). Myocardial glucose uptake did not increase in a linear m如 ner

with increasing exercise intensity. At the highest exercise intensity glucose uptake 

deer官邸edsignificantly鎚 comparedto both 30 and 55% intensity levels {p<O.O：り（Fig.lC). 

There were no differences in 1231・BMIPPuptake at each experiment in the myocardium (Fig. 

10). Plasma lactate concentration was strikingly increased according to the exercise 

mtensity. 

Discussion/Conclusion 

These results suggested that blood glucose and FFA were not the main energy 

source of skeletal muscle and myocardium to increase the exercise intensity in untrained 

subjects. At higher exercise intensity, intramuscular substrates, most likely glycogen 

would be the main energy source of the increment of exercise intensity. The increased 

myocardial energy that is needed during high intensity exercise is supplied by substrates 

other than glucose, like as lactate. 
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Figure 1. A shows the relationship between the glucose uptake of出equadriceps femoris and the exercise 
intensity. Figure lB shows the relationship between the glucose uptake of myocardium and the exercise 
intensity. Figure 1 C shows the relationship between the 1231・BMIPPuptake of the quadriceps f emoris and the 
exercise intensity. Figure ID shows 1231・BMIPPuptake in the myocardium and the exercise intensity. 
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The main role of respiration is to exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide through the 

lungs. It is controlled involuntarily by the r回 piratorycenter in the pons and voluntarily 

through the motor cortex. Dyspnea, shortness of breath or a subjective discomfort of 

breathing, usually associated with cardio・pulmonarydiseases, occurs even in normal 

conditions during intense physical exertions, such as exercise or loaded breathing, or at high 

altitude. Respiration has an intimate relation to emotions. When angry, excited, fearful, 

or depressed, breathing talces a different pattern. The aim of this study was to localize 

anatomical sites of the brain of healthy subjec胞 thatwere functionally altered by resistive 

inspiratory loaded breathing lasting for 30 minutes by using a brain imaging technique, P町、

and statistical parametric mapping0. Twenty-eight male normal volunteers with mean age 

of 30.2 years (SD 8.6) were included in this study. Respiratory resistance was made using 

an apparatus consisting of a semi-closed ventilation circuit with a unidirectional Hans-

Rudolph valve2>. Respiratory overloads were introduced by applying inspiratory resistance 

to the inspiratory port of the valve while subjects breathed through the valve. Thirteen 

subjects we民 studiedduring 30 cm H20/Usec inspiratory resistive loading (moderate旬sk

group), five su切ectswere studied during 70 cm H20/Usec inspiratory resistance (severe 

task group), and the other ten subjects were studied during resting breathing without 

res is旬nce(control group). After breathing for one minute the restricted res pi削 on凶 k

was performed during 30 minutes at each level of resistance, just after this the subjects rated 

the sensation of difficulty in breathing (dyspnea) using a modified Borg Scale3>, ranking the 

magnitude of difficulty in breathing, from 0 (none) to 10 (maximal). Relative regional 
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cerebral glucose metabolism was measured with positron emission tomography (PET; 

PT931 (CTI, Tennessee)) by using fluorine 18 {18町－labeledfluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). 

P回‘ studieswere carried out. by injecting average 191.51 MBq (SD 69.42) of FDG at one 

minute after applying the inspiratory resistance or during resting breathing. Scanning was 

started at 30 minutes after injection of FDG. The posture was kept supine throughout the 

examination run. 

Image processing and statistical analyses were carried out using SPM99. This 

procedure included anatomical standardization of a subject’s brain images to mach a 

standard P町 template（隠mplateof SPM99). The spatially transformed images were 

smoothed using a 13x 13x 12 mm at full width half maximum (FWHM) 3D-Gaussian Kernel. 

The group comparisons were made using ANOV A 加 dStudent’s tーもestadopting the 

threshold of significance at p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. Group 

comparisons showed extensive activations and deactivations. Inspiratory loads, both mild 

and moderate, induced brain activations in the rectal gyrus, precentral gyrus and postcentral 

gyrus (Figs. 1and2). Dyspnea induced activations in the bilateral rectal gyrus (Brodmann 

訂 ea11, Fig. 1) and the right temporal pole. Increases in glucose metabolism in the rectal 

gyrus as well as in the amygdala (not activated in this study) have been reported in panic 

disorder4・5>. The right temporal pole has been associated with respiratory rhythm6>. 

Activations of this area found in this study supported this hypothesis. Most of these areas 

responded linearly with the level of respiratory resistance except the superior, temporal 

gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus; these areぉ respondedall or nothing. 

Extensive metabolic reduction was found in the parietal-occipital brain areas with the 

highest reduction in the right cingulate gyrus (Brodmann area 23, Fig. 2). 

In conclusion respiratory distress activated the motor訂・ea,frontal lobe and 

temporal pole bilaterally. These areas could be related to respiratory controls and emotion. 

Extensive reduction in brain metabolism was found in the posterior p訂tof the brain 

including the parietal lobe 
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Introduction 

Histamine H1 receptor組 tagonis胞（antihistamines)are widely used for treatment of 

allergic disorders, and訂ewell-known for their central side effects such as drowsiness and 

impaired psychomotor perf onnance1>. Car-driving is closely connected with our everyday 

life. There are so many reports about the effects of antihistamines on car-driving 

performance but its mechanism has not been demons回 tedyet. Recently, some function叫

MRI (fMRI) studies have been published on regional brain activities during simulated c訂・

driving2・・0. Previously, we reported the rCBF changes during simulated car-driving after 

oral administration of d-chlorpheniramine, a sedative antihistamine, using positron emission 

tomography (PET) with [150]H205・6>. In this report, we demons佐ateadditional results of 

correlation analysis between c~－driving performances and the regional brain activity, such 

as car-driving. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

Fourteen healthy male volunteers, ranging 20・25years old (mean ＋／・ SD:22.5 ＋／・

1.8), participated in the present study. All subjec胞 wereevaluated as right-handed based 

on the Edinburgh inventory and Chapman test. This study protocol was approved by the 

ethics committee of Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine. Written informed 

consent wぉ obtainedfrom each subject and the study W栂 perfonned in compliance with 
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the relevant laws and institutional guidelines的

Study design 

The present study was conducted as a single-blind crossover study. The subject was 

given one of a d-chlorpheniramine 6 mg repetab or a placebo before P回、 examination.

The P町 investigationstarted approximately 2 hours after oral administration of d-

chlorpheniramine 6 mg and so did it for placebo. PEf scans were performed for the 

following three conditions such as 1) resting, 2) active driving, and 3) passive driving as 

reported previ ousl y5・6>. 

Driving simulation 

A commercially-available software (Gekisoh 99, Twilight Express Co., Tokyo, Japan) 

was used for simulated car-driving task. The subjects were positioned in a P回司 scanner,

wearing a head mount display (HMD: Glasstron PLM-A35, SONY, Tokyo, Japan). 

Subjects were instructed to drive according to video instructions projected onto the HMD. 

Afterw訂d,driving performance was evaluated for the following five assessment items: 1) 

time, 2) number of crashes, 3) number of over-steering, 4) number of stop due to crashes, 

and 5) subjective sleepiness5>. 

PEI' measurements and data anaか~sis

The brain perfusion images were obtained using a 3D-acquisition PEf scanner (SET 

2400W, Shimadzu Co. L凶.， Japan). These images obtained were realigned, normalized 

and smoothed by Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) software. And then, the correlation 

analysis was performed between the regional brain activity and driving performance indices 

as well as sleepiness index in order to find the regions with positive and negative 

correlations in placebo and d-chlorpheniramine conditions, respectively (Not corrected for 

multiple comparisons: p< 0.001). 

Results 

All 14 subjec胞 completedthe entire investigation. In driving performance 

evaluation，“over-steering”showed significant difference between the placebo and d-

chlorpheniramine conditions (p< 0.05), but the difference of other items were not significant. 

Especially, there was no difference between placebo and d-chlorpheniramine on subjective 
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sleepiness5>. 

The regions with significant negative correlation to the number of over-steering in 

placebo condition was found in the somatic sensory association (Brodmann’s area 7: BA7) 

and the cingulate cortices (BA23, 30, 31and37), whereas in d-chlorpheniramine condition, 

significant negative correlation was observed in the primary motor cortex (BA4), frontal 

eye field (BAS), the visual association cortex (BA18 and 19) and the cingulate cortex 

(BA23) (Fig. 1). And the向 gionswith significant positive correlation with “subjective 

sleepiness”in placebo condition was found in the premotor (BA6), the somatic sensory 

association (BA 7), the prefrontal (BA9), the primary and secondary visual cortex (BA17, 

18 and 19) and the cingulate cortices (BA30), whereぉ ind-chlorpheniramine condition, 

significant positive correlation was observed in the premotor (BA6), the somatic sensory 

association (BA 7), the includes frontal eye field (BAS), the visual association cortex 

(BA19) and the cingulate cortex (BA24). 

Discussion 

The aim of the cu汀・entstudy was to perfo口ncorrelation analysis between car-driving 

performance and regional brain activity. When drivers operate the steering wheel, they 

might recognize the road alignments through their eyes and perform steering. Significant 

negative correlation was observed in a placebo condition between the cingulate gyrus 

activity and the number of over-steering. This finding may suggest the involvement of the 

cingulate gyrus in visuospatial cognition. The results in a d-chlorpheniramine condition 

demonstrated a less-significant correlation. This result suggest that suppression of the 

cingulate gyrus activity due to d-chlo中heniraminewas ぉsociatedwith the performance 

impairment in over-steering. The posterior cingulate gyrus might be playing an important 

role in visuospatial cognition. 

In summary, our study shows that the oral administration of d-chlorpheniramine may 

affect the function of the cingulate gyrus. But, its mechanism can’t explain by only their 

results. Thus, we will need to investigate on their mechanism. 
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Figure 1. 百ieregions wi出 significantnegative correlation wi白“over-steering”followingplacebo 

administration. 
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2Center for the Advancement of Higher Education, Tohoku University, 

Background 

Our previous reports1・2> employed the semiquantification method (standardized up旬ke

values: SUV) to assess organ glucose metabolism after exercise with 18F.・2-fluoro・2・

deoxyglucose and three-dimen~ional positron emission tomography t印刷que([1町田G

and 30-P町）. Recently, Kemppainen J. and co-workers assessed glucose metabolism of 

lower limb muscles and myoc釘diumusing absolute quantification method (rMRGlc）均．

However, no reports have evalμated glucose metabolic changes at whole-body level after 

exercise task with 30-P町 1technique,comparing semiquantitative 釦 dquantitative 

analytical methods. We tried to elucidate the workloads-induced organ glucose 

metabolism using two analytical methods (semiquantitative and quantitative), as to establish 

relationship between two PEf quantification approaches. 

Methods 

Eleven healthy male volunteers collaborated with this investigation. All subjects 

abstained from eating and drinking for at least 5 hours before the experiment. They were 

asked not to perform組 ykind of physical exercise from one day before investigation. 5 

subjects served as exercise group whose ages ranged from 21to23 y (21.80 ± 0.84 y; mean 

±S.D.). Another 6 subjects, aged mean 24土 5.34y (range; 19 -33 y) were studied as 

resting control maintaining the same study protocol without exercise. [18円FDGdose for 

control was in average 42.48 ± 6.63 MBq (mean主 S.Dふ Awritten fully informed consent 

was obtained from each subject before the study. This study protocol was approved by the 

Clinical Committee for Radioisotope Studies of Tohoku University. 
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Ergometer bicycle exercise W鎚 arrangedat 40% and 70% V02max workloads. V02max 

was measured by intermittent exercise on an ergometer bicycle (Monark 818E, Sweden), 

and oxygen consumption rate was determined by an automated metabolic unit machine 

(AE280-S, Minato Co. L凶.Osaka, Japan). Before the experiment, su句ec胞 restedfor 20 

minutes in a dim lit quiet room. One teflon catheter was inserted to their antecubital veins 

of the left hand for blood sampling to measure ・plasma glucose, lactate and insulin. 

Another teflon catheter was inserted to opposite antecubi同lveins for [18円FDG

administration. Then, they started ergometer bicycle riding at the speed of 60 

revolution/min (Monark 818E, Sweden) at both workloads (40%如 d70% V02maJ. 

[18円FDGwas injected through a catheter at 10 min later following exercise凶 k. The 

radioactivity dose for the exercise group was 38.37主 2.15MBq (mean ± S.Dふ After

injection, subjects continued to pedal the bicycle for another 30 min, completing a total of 

40 min task. Immediately after intravenous administration of [18円FOG,heated arterialized 

venous blood was sampled from cubi凶 veinopposite to the in ection site. Plぉma[1s円FOG

concentrations were measured both during exercise and P目、 scanfor 24 times. Plasma 

metabolite concentrations (i.e., Glucose, lactate and insulin) were measured at two points 

such as pre and post exercise states. 

Su句ectslay down in supine position on P町 tablewith eyes open following exercise 

旬sk. The P町、 roomwas kept dimmed and quiet. The scan protocol wぉ asfollows: a 3 

dimensional (3D) whole-body emission scan (3 min x 9町wasperformed from knee to the 

vertex followed by transmission scan (3 min x 9町 usinga P町 apparatus(SET2400W, 

Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The transmission scan (post-injection mode) was performed 

with a 68Ge/68Ga external rotating line source (370 MBq at purchase). 

Regions of interest (ROis) were set on the skeletal muscles of thigh, lumbar/gluteal 

regions, and visceral organs such as liver, heart and brain etc. (Figure 1). To evaluate the 

ra旬 ofglucose utilization, an autoradiographic method41 was applied using the following 

equation: 

Cp r K *1 k*3 lrC * i(T)-C * e(T) l 
rMRGlc＝一一｜ ｜｜ ｜ 

LC I k*2 +k九II C*m(T) I 

In another, semiquantitative analysis (S阻ndarduptake value; SUV) w鎚 doneby using 

the following equation: 

Mean RO!cts (cps/ pxls) xBo砂we恕flt(g)

lザecteddose (μCi）×Calibration factor (cps I μCi) 
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Group comparisons were done by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

Tukey’s test (post-hoc) anaJ,ysis. The significant differences were set at p<0.05. 

Correlation was calculated usiqg Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis. 

Results 

[18円FDGuptake was only remarkable in the brain, heart and urinary bladder in the 

resting subject, while high uptake was visualized in skeletal muscles at exercise sta低（Fig.

1). Glucose metabolism (SUV and rMRGlc) was increased in the skeletal muscles of thigh 

and lumbar/gluteal regions (p<0.05), and was decreased in the brain (p<0.05) after exercise 

task (40% and 70% V02max workloads). A correlation between SUV and rMRGlc W加

found among organs (i.e., Thigh, liver, heart and brain), except in the lumbar/gluteal 

muscles. Figure 2 clearly depicted a good correlation between SUV and rMRGlc in the 

brain (a) and heart (b); however, a non-suggestive correlation was found in the 

lumbar/gluteal skeletal muscle (c). The changes in plasma metabolites were as follows: 

stable plasma glucose concentrations, an increase (p<0.05) plasma lactate concentration at 

post-exercise condition of 70% V02max (5.3 ± 2.4 mmol/liter) to compare with pre-exercise 

condition (0.9 ± 0.2 mmol/liter). The plasma insulin concentration was decreased 

(p<0.05) only剖 post-exerciseworkload of 70% V02max (2.0土0.7_U/mol) than pre-exercise 

condition (4.6±1.5 _U/mol). 

Conclusion 

Organ glucose up旬keeither increased or decreased almost linearly with exercise 

loads up to moderate workload (70% V02maJ. In spite of complexity of energy metabolic 

controls such as glucose-fatty acid metabolic interaction, aerobic-anaerobic interaction, and 

involvement of glycogenolysis5>, exercise-induced organ glucose metabolism were 

successfullyぉsessedwith [18円FDG-30-P回‘ techniqueand two analytical approaches. 

Organ glucose up旬keeither increぉedor decreased almost linearly with exercise loads up to 

moderate workload (70% V02max), suggesting of homeostatic metabolic control. 

Semiquantitative method without blood samplings was found useful to estima旬 arough 

trend of glucose consumptions. However, one organ failed to have good correlations 

between SUV and rMRGlc, the lumbar and gluteal muscles for example, which 

demonstrates that semiquantitative approach needs a great care when metabolic rate of 

glucose utilization changes at whole-body level. 
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Fig町 el. ROis proc;edure and C0円FDGupt誌eof individual organs at rest (left）佃dexercise 

loads; 40%姐 d10% vo2= (right). 
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Background 

P日司 withcertain radioligands, is a sophisticated imaging technique that measures 

the in vivo receptor function in the brain. Dopamine 02 neuroreceptor is synthesized from 

an amino acid, tyrosine in the presynaptic terminal, and stored in a vesicle. This 

neurotransmitter is released afte~ depolarization in certain tasks. Dopamine (DA) function 

is the characteristic of synthesis~ storage, release, reup阻keand interactions with receptors. 

The radioligand 11C-YM・09251・2(Nemonapride) has been used鎚 atracer in this 

investigation. However, the distribution and kinetics of receptor-ligand interaction in the 

in vivo brain are quantified by certain kinetic assumptions. Dopamine is correlated with 

human behavior and personality~·2>. Any discrete locations of 02問ceptorsin the brain can 

cause neurological disorders sucp邸 schizophrenia,Parkinson’s disease etc. 

Assay of post-synaptic dop副nine02 function is evaluated by measuring kinetic rate 

cons旬n胞. We adopted the conventional three tissue compartment model method 

(predic胞dぉ 2TCM)and the Lammerstma’s reference tissue model method (RTM) (3) to 

evaluate 02 function. 11C-Nemonapride (YM)ーPETwas appliedぬ thenormal volunteers 

and Parkinson’s patients toお S岱 Spost値 synapticdopamine D2 function from the ligand-

receptor association. Our pu中osewas to鎚 sessthe integrity of 2TCM釦 dRTM methods 

for the tracer, nemonapride by rq.e鎚 uringthe binding potential (BP) an~ tracer delivery (R。）

of cortical g町 matters陀 lativetp reference時 ion(occipi凶 cortex).

Materials & methods 

Two groups of human volunteers were assigned to this investigation. 7 male normal 

subjec包， aged47.4 ± 25.7 y (mean士S.Dふwe民 studiedas resting control. They had no 
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previous history of dementia. In another, 5 Parkinson’s patien臼（male/female;2/3), aged 58 

土 10.2y (mean土 S.Dふwereassigned to the disease group. The study protocol was 

approved by the Human Ethics Review Committee of Tohoku University. The volunteers 

were requested abstaining from eating and/or drinking for at least 3 hours before experiment. 

They were free from mental anxieties and tensions. The radioligand, 11C-YM 09151-2 

(Nemonapride) with radioactivity dose of 251 ± 150 MBq (mean±S.D.) and 267 ± 57 MBq 

(me組土 S.D.)were administered to each group subjec臼， respectively. A dynamic 30 P町

scan consisting transmission followed by emission scan, was s回目edto cover the whole 

brain 5 min after the injection of radiotracer using the scanners, SEI二2400W;Shimadzu Co. 

Japan and/or PT931・04ECAT CTI, Knoxville, U.S.A. The transmission scan for tissue 

attenuation correction lasted 10 min for 1 scan, whether the emission scan continued 90 min 

performing 23 scans (i.e, 1 min/6 scan, 3 min/8 scan, 5 min/6 scan, and 10 min/3 scan). 

Arterial blood samplings were taken after tracer l町ectionfor 23 times (1 ml/18 times, and 3 

ml/5 times for plasma metabolites) until dynamic emission scan was finished. The plasma 

radioactivity was measured, and the plasma metabolite for 11C-Nemonapride (YM) tracer 

W鎚 measuredby the high performance liquid chromatography analysis (HPLC). 

In the control group, ROis were drawn manually on theぬrgetstructures including 

co中usstriatum, fron阻land temporal cortices and occipital cortexぉ referenceregion (Fig. 

1). The ROis data of the occipital cortex was used for the reference region in the reference 

tissue model (RTM) analysis. The kinetic p訂・ameters(K1, k2, k3, and k.i) of target 

structures, and the tracer delivery (R。） in the target region relative to the occipital region, 

wereぉsessedby kinetic least square minimization analysis in the 2TCM and RTM methods. 

Binding potential (BP) of receptor-radioligand interactions, were also evaluated by applying 

conventional 2TCM and RTM methods. The tracer upぬkeratio between target and 

reference regions was calcula句d.

On the other hand, the statistical parametric mapping analysis (SPM・99),w鎚 applied

on R。imagesto test the significance in the difference of BPs between normal su句ects制

Parkinson’s patien胞． The SPM analysis W凶 performedto define the p紅白netersof 

anatomical normalization. 

Results 

In the control group, BP釦 dRo values of striatum, and cortical regions (frontal and 

temporal) were calculated by 2 different methods. For the striatum, the calculated BP, 
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measured by the RTM method, were significantly less than by the 2TCM, and the relative 

tracer delivery (Ro) was almost same for both methods. The BP values of frontal如 d

temporal cortices were lower th釦 thoseof the striatum (Fig. 2). In another, BP in the 

striatum was almost similar between normal volunteers and Parkinson’s patien包， whetherit 

was reduced in the cortices of the patien臼’ group(Fig. 2). The average tracer delivery of 

the normal volunteers and Parkinson’s pa tie附 werealmost similar (Fig. 2). The volume 

rendered brain images, developed by the statistical parametric mapping analysis (SPM・99),

suggested the significantly reduced BP in the cortices of the Parkinson’s disease patients 

(Fig. 3). 

Discussions & conclusion 

Cortical imaging was 1the choice to explore the feasibility of RTM method. Our 

investigation showed the robust cortical BP changes rather than subcortical structures in the 

parametric images of Parkinson’s brain data. RTM method may be appropriate to assess 

the ligand-receptor interaction of cortices. It can be argued the rapid clearance of 

nemonapride from the reference region to the receptor rich cortices. Previous investigators 

found this criteria for another tracer where cerebellum was used as a reference region (4). 

We comp釘・eddifferent data analysis strategies of post-synaptic dopamine D2 receptor 

function of living human brain :from the ligand-receptor interactions. We also adopted two 

different kinetic analytical approaches as to determine its integrity. 11C-Nemonapride was 

used to assess the post-synaptic DA function. 2 tissue compartment model (2TCM）叩d

reference tissue model (RTM) methods were ap凶edon the normal volunteers and 

Parkinson’s patients data to evaluate post-synaptic D2 function. Reference tissue model 

(RTM) may be applied for our ligand, 11C-Nemonapride. RTM is attractive for 11C-

Nomenapride kinetic analysis, because both binding potential and tracer-delivery釘e

evaluated by pixel-basis. It is argued that RTM method is more reliable than 2TCM for 

the回 .cer,11C-Nemonapride (YM). The cortical ch叩 gesof BP measured by RTM method, 

may be a target for future analysis of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s and 

schizophrenia. To assess DA function without taking any input function, would have the 

advent for RTM method. It is to be said that further investigations訂eneeded to evaluate 

the feasibility and in旬grityof this imaging analysis using 11C-Nemonapride (YM). 
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Figure 1. Procedure of ROis analysis on白etarget (s出atwn,frontal組 dtemporal cortices）叩d
reference regions (occipital cortices). 

Figure. 2. Kinetic images of BP and Ro showing the binding potential姐 dtracer delivery of dopamine D2・
The images are shown from the normal volunteers and Parkinson’s patients. 
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Figure 3. Volume rendered images組 alyzedby the statistical parame出cmapping (SPM・99)showing the D2 
binding potential of 11C-nemonaprideσM) between normal volunteers and Parkinson’s patients. The D2 
binding potential reduction m也巴Parkinson’spatients are visualized. 
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Introduction 

Metastasis and dissemination are the major causes of tumor 印刷.eddeaths. It is 

reported that both non-proliferating tumor cells and non-angiogenic micrometastases can 

remain dormant and occult for months or years, called dormancy in me旬stasis1・2>.However, 

once these dormant micrometastases tum to macrometastases and show progressive growth, 

they shortly become lethal. There are few reports that clinically apparent macrometastases 

can remain static for a long period in pediatric malignant brain tumors. 

In this article, we report three cases of pediatric malignant brain tumors which have 

macrometas凶ses. In all cases, these metastatic lesions remain static for a long period after 

the initial treatments. We also attempt to use 11C-methionine-positron emission 

tomography (MET-PEf) to elucidate the metabolic activities in these clinically static 

metastatic lesions. 

Case descriptions 

easel 

A 1・year-oldboy was admitted to our department with 叩 enlargedhead 

circumference in August 1998. Magnetic reson組 ce(MR) images demonstrated a mass 

lesion in the cerebellar vermis (Fig. la). The lesion was completely removed via a 

cerebellomedullaηfissure approach, and the tumor was histologically diagnosed as 

desmoplastic medulloblastoma. Postoperatively, he received three cycles of combination 

chemotherapy using cisplatin and etoposide (PE chemotherapy). Although he had showed 

no neurological deterioration, T 1-weighted MR imaging with gadolinium-

diethylenetriaminepenta-acetic acid (Gd・DTPA),obtained in February 1999, revealed 
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multiple enhanced lesions in the bilateral cerebell訂 hemisphere,vennis, bilateral cerebral 

hemisphere, and spinal cord at the level of Thl (Fig. lb). These lesions were diagnosed鎚

disseminated recurrence, and he received six additional cycles of PE chemotherapy. MR 

imaging in October 1999 demonstrated the new disseminated lesions in the medulla 

oblongata, left temporal lobe, left cerebellar hemisphere, and spinal cord at the level of C2 

and C5, although other disseminated lesions showed no remarkable changes. He received 

irradiation consisting of 24 Gy to the whole brain and spinal cord, and 30 Gy to the 

posterior fossa, followed by four courses of chemotherapy using ifosfamide, cisplatin, and 

etoposide (ICE chemotherapy). Serial MR imaging had showed no obvious changes in the 

enhanced lesions for six years. However, MET -PET in June 2007 indicated that the 

enhanced lesion in the cerebellar vennis had elevated up旬keof 11C-methionine in which the 

maximum standardized uptake value (SUV max) was 3.0 (Fig. 2a). MR imaging obtained in 

August 2007 demons甘atedslight enlargement of the lesions. His cu汀entmodified Rankin 

scare score is 5 after he received seven cycles of temozolomide chemotherapy. 

Case2 

A 4-year old boy was admitted to our department presenting with headache. Tl・

weighted MR images with Gd-DTPA of the brain and spinal cord demonstrated a 

heterogeneously enhanced m鎚 Slesion in the cerebel加 vennis(Fig. le) and nonenhanced 

intramedullary hypointensity lesion from C5 to Thl. The lesion in the cerebellar vennis 

was completely removed via a cerebellomedullary fissure approach, and the tumor wぉ

histologically diagnosedぉ medulloblastoma.Postoperatively, he received three courses of 

PE chemotherapy followed by irradiation consisting of 24 Gy to the whole brain and spinal 

cord, and 30 Gy to the posterior fossa. Three more courses of PE chemotherapy were 

given subsequently. The tumor in the cervical spinal cord slowly expanded during the four 

years. Serial恥1ET-PETindicated progressive elevated uptake in the spinal cord lesion, in 

which the mean of SUV (SUVmeaJ was 1.62 in July 2003 (Fig. 2b), and SUV mean was 2.16 

and SUV max was 3.29 in December 2003 (Fig. 2c). In addition, MR imaging showed 

progressive spinal cord swelling (Fig. Id). From these findings, open biopsy of the 

cervical spinal lesion was performed. Histopathological examination of the surgical 

specimen revealed disseminated medulloblastoma. He received ICE chemotherapy, but MR 

imaging demonstrated progressive disease. He died of tumor dissemination in June 2005. 
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Case3 

A3・year-oldboy was admitted to our dep訂tmentpresenting with a respiratory 

disorder in June 2002. Tl-weighted MR images with Gd-DTPA demonstrated a 

heterogeneously e凶ancedmass lesion in the fourth ventricle and the cisterna magna (Fig. 

le). The lesion was completely removed, and the tumor was histologically diagnosed槌

choroid plexus carcinoma. Postoperatively, he received irradiation consisting of 24 Gy to 

the whole brain and spinal cord, and 26 Gy to the posterior fossa. The patient had no sign 

of recu町enceduring the three years. MR imaging, however, demons町atedthat newly 

disseminated enhanced lesion in the posterior wall of the third ventricle in August 2005 and 

in the fourth ventricle and right lateral ventricle in April 2006 (Fig. 10, respectively. He 

received ICE chemotherapy from June 2006 to September 2006. MET-PET in March 2007 

indicated elevated uptake in the fourth ventricle lesion in which SUV max was 1.5 (Fig. 2d). 

These disseminated lesions gradually expanded the last two years, and he is currently 

receiving gamma-knife surgery for the recuπ・ent tumors. 

Discussion 

Despite impressive improvemen臼 intherapy of medulloblastoma, the median 

survival time following tumor recu町enceis 1.8 years均. The prognosis of choroid plexus 

carcinoma with me匂stasesis also graveの. Considering the dismal prognosis of the 

patients with malignant brain tumors associated with metastases, recu汀・enttumors described 

in this article exhibited surprisingly static courses. In cぉe1, disseminated lesions showed 

almost no changes for six ye訂 swithout any additional treatments. In case 2, spinal 

intramedullary metastasis at initial diagnosis showed extremely slow progression for four 

ye紅 s. However, it suddenly demonstrated rapid progression afterward and resulted in 

death. In case 3, disseminated lesions emerged three y伺 rsafter the initial treatmen臼， and

slowly expanded during the two years. There are few reports that clinically apparent 

metas旬sesand disseminations can remain static for a long period in pediatric malignant 

brain tumors. 

The role of MET-PET is recently well-established in the estimation of malignancy 

of glioma and differential diagnosis between radiation induced necrosis and tumor 

recu町・ence5・6>. The mechanism of accumulation of MET in tissues are thought to present 

disruption of blood brain barrier, abundant vessels, and active carrier-mediated tr.叩 sport

across the cell membrane'>. Therefore, its accumulation is thought to increase protein 
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synthesis by neopl鎚 tictissue proliferation, and a significant uptake in MET-PET is 

considered to reflect the exis飽ntof viable tumor cells. Sonoda et al. reported that the ratio 

of tumor tissue to contralateral gray matter on MET-PET of recuπ・ent glioma was 

significantly higher than that of radiation necrosis8>. Tsuyuguchi et al. also reported that 

MET-PET was useful in differentiating recu汀・entmetastatic brain tumor from radiation 

necrosis町. Considering the advantage of MET-PET in visualizing the metabolism of the 

tumor, we attempted to use MET-PET in the present three cases to elucidate the metabolic 

activities in the clinically static metastatic lesions. 

Although metastatic and disseminated lesions in the present three cases remained 

stable for a long period, MET-PET studies revealed increased uptake of these lesions. 

Therefore, they were thought to' be metabolically active and still have proliferative potential 

despite their static behaviors. This fact raises the possibility that me旬Sぬtsesand 

disseminations in a static course may suddenly show lethal progression. Indeed, the 

recu町enttumor of the spinal cord in case 2 expanding very slowly for four years showed 

striking growth and became lethal after MET -PET revealed increased uptake6>. This case 

indicates that MET-PET may be useful in the prediction of the drastic progression of the 

clinically static metastases. Careful follow-up of MET-PET is needed even if the recuπent 

tumor shows a static course. 
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Fig町巴 I. (Case 1) a, Preoperative Tl 
diethylenetriaminepenta-acetic acid (Gd-DTPA) d巴monstratinga mass lesion in the cerebellar vennis. b, 
Follow-up ~ imaging, obtained in February 1999, revealing a enhanced recurrent tumor in山ecerebellar 
vermis (arrow). (Case 2) c, Preoperative Tl・weighed~ imaging wi出 Gd-DTPAshowing a mass lesion in 
由ecerebellar vermis. d, Tl・weighted~ imaging wi血 Gd-DTPAof血espine demons凶 tingspinal cord 
swelling from CS toThl in July 2003 (arrow). (Case 3) e, Preoprative Tl-weighted ~ imaging wi出 Gd-
DTPA revealing a heterogeneously enh阻 cedmass lesion in the fourth ventricle and the cistema magna. f, 
Follow叩ルR imaging, obtained in April 2006, showing a enhanced recurrent tumor in the fourth ventricle 
(arrow). 

Figure 2. (Case 1) a, 11C-methionine-positron emission tomography~伍T-PET）凶JlUle 2007 indicating that 
the enhanced lesion in出ecerebellar vennis has elevated uptake of 11C-methionine (arrow). (Case 2) b, c, 
Serial MET-PET indicating progressive elevated uptake in the spinal cord lesion. (Case 3) d, MET-PET in 
March 2007 indicating elevated uptake in the founh ventricle lesion (arrow). 
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Introduction 

Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a behavioral disorder characterized by fear of becoming 

obese, refusal to maintain a minimally normal body weight, disturbance of body image, and 

denial of the seriousness of the cuπent low body weight0. AN occurs mainly in 

adolescent or young adult females1>. AN patients start a self-imposed diet with chronic 

starvation featuring continuous strengthening symptoms and AN signs. The cause and 

progression of AN may involye biological vulnerability with dysfunction in the central 

neuron system being one of the most important causation factors. 

The central histaminergic neuron system modulates various physiological functions 

such as wakefulness, sleep-awake cycle, fluid balance, body temperature, cardiovascular 

con刷，叩pe附 con刷， st問~s-rel剖ed hormone rel側 e,leru:百in

behavior, and emotion勾. Central histaminergic activity is increased by food intake after 

S旬rvation3>. Also, dehydration has been reported to increase the synthesis and release of 

histamine in the hypothalamusの. Moreover, H1R concen国 tionhas been shown to be 

inversely correlated with food intake, particularly low protein diets勾. In addition, the 

central histaminergic neuron system is affected by various stressors6-町. These findings 

suggest the alteration of central! histaminergic activity in AN patien臼. However, there h鎚

been no report on AN. 

We tested the following hypotheses in this study: females have higher H1R density 

in the limbic system than males, and the density of central H1R is increased in AN patients. 
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Methods and materials 

Twelve female AN patients (BMI=14. l±l. 7), 11 healthy age-matched male 

volunteers (BMI=20.4±1.3}, and 12 healthy age-matched female volunteers 

(BMl=20.3土1.1)were enrolled in this study. All su句ectsgave a writ民ninformed 

consent. 

Doxepin, a tricyclic antidepressant, was c・11labeled and used as a P回、 tracer.

The i吋ecteddose and cold mass of [11C]doxepin were 117.0 ± 23.0 MBq (3.16土 0.62mCi) 

and 1.86 ± 1.64 nmol, respectively. 

The scanner collected 63 simultaneous transverse slices with a spatial resolution of 

4 mm (transaxial) and 4.5 mm (axial) full-width at half-maximum in the center of the field 

of view. The sensitivity for a 20・cmcylindrical phantom was 48.6 kcps kBq・1mL-1(1.8 

Mcps μCr1mL-1) in the three-dimensional mode10>. Dynamic P町 imageswere obtained 

for 90 min (22 sequential scans; 6 scansx90s, 7 scansx 180s, 6 scans x 300s and 3 

scansx600s) after [11C]doxepin injection. 

P町 dynamic images, after being corrected for tissue attenuation, were 

reconstructed using a filtered back projection algorithm. The reconstructed P町 images

were co-registered to the identical stereotaxic brain coordinate system using i胞 ownMRI-

Tl image as a reference. Regions of interest (ROis) were first placed on the cerebellum. 

Information from the ROis was automatically copied onto the co・registeredP目、 imagesto 

obtain time activity curves (TA Cs). Cerebellar TAC was used as input function to 

calculate parametric brain images of the binding potential (BP) of [11C]doxepin based on 

the graphical analysis method introduced by Logan and colleagues11). The applicability of 

this method to a human study with [11C]doxepin has been confirmed12>. Finally, brain BP 

images were created. 

Results (Figs. 1・a,1・b)

BP of [11C]doxepin in control females was significantly higher than that in control 

males in the left (L）ーMedial prefron阻lcortex, right (R）ーOrbitofrontal cortex，し

Orbitofrontal cortex, R-Temporal cortex, R-Amygdala, L-Amygdala, R-Hippocamp鎚， and

L-Hippocampas. On the other hand, there was no area where BP of [11C]doxepin was 

significantly lower in control females than in males. 

BP of [11C]doxepin in AN patients was significantly higher than that in control 

females in レLentiformnucleus, and R-Amygdala. On the other hand, there was no area 
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where BP of [11C]doxepin w鎚 significantlylower in AN patients th釦 incontrol females . 

Discussion 

The first point that C創lbe drawn from our results is that the histaminergic neuron 

system in the human brain is different between males and females. In support of this 

finding, a human CSF study has shown that females have higher levels of histamine 

metabolites than males13>. In addition, animal studies have also shown sex differences in 

the central histaminergic neuron system. These differences include H1R densities 

(male<female) 1ぺsuppressiveeffect of histidine on food intake (male<female)1め， st陀 SS

related hypothalamic histamine release16> in rat. These findings suggest that central 

histaminergic activity is higher in females than in males in both animals and humans. 

Thus, females may adapt better to starvation through the central histaminergic neuron 

system than males. The risk of developing AN may be increased by not only the social 

background that women want to be thin because people tend to admire a thin figure, but 

also biological vulnerability associated with central histaminergic activity. 

The second point is that AN patien胞 showedsignificantly higher BP of [11C]doxepin 

in the amygdala and lentifoim nucleus than healthy females. In our previous study, 

chronic food-deprivation-induced stress in rats, which can be an AN model, reduces central 

H1R density9>. In addition, a ~uman P町 studyin patien臼 withdepressive disorder, which 

is one of the represenぬtivestress-related disorders, has shown lower BP of [11C]doxepin in 

several brain areas in these patients than in healthy controls17). The decreased H1R density 

and BP of [11C]doxepin in these studies have been explained by the sustained release of 

endogenous histamine and the down-regulation of H1R as a consequence of endogenous 

ligands. However, the present results show the opposite. If the increased BP of 

[11C]doxepin in the amygdala is the cause of AN, females with higher H1R in the amygdala 

may be more susceptible to AN. The increased BP of [11C]doxepin in the amygdala of AN 

patients may also be a result of AN. Central histaminergic activity is increased by food 

intake after starvation (3) and H1R concentration is increased by feeding low-protein diets 

(5). Starvation and feeding in AN patients may facilitate the increase in H1R 

concentration in the amygdala. 

BP of [11C]doxepin in the orbitofrontal cortex，制nygdalaand hippocampus wぉ

higher in females and AN patien臼 thanin males. These brain areas may play important 

roles in the central modulation of eating behavior because they訂 epar胞 ofthe limbic 
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system controlling emotion, cognition, and decision making助. These are very interesting 

results associated with the characteristics observed in AN patients, such as distorted 

cognition and emotional changes to food and body image. Therefore, the central 

histaminergic neuron system may play a role in AN, not only through stimulation of the 

satiety center, but also through activation of advanced psychological systems. 

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that females have higher BP of 

[11C]doxepin in the limbic system than males, and that AN patients have higher BP of 

[11C]doxepin in the amygdala and lentifonn nucleus than normal females. These findings 

suggest that the central histaminergic neuron system may play an important role in the 

pathophysiology of AN. 
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Fig町 E I (a) ROI-based comparisons of BP of [11C]doxepin in the right cerebral hemisphere MPC, medial 
prefrontal cortex; LPC, lateral prefrontal cortex; Orb, orbitofrontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; PC, parietal 
cortex; OC, occipital co口ex;ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; Ins, insula; Th, 
thalamus; CN, caudate nucleus; LN, lentiform nucleus; Am, amygdala; Hi, hippocampus. 
* Men vs. Women (pく0.05), §Women VS. AN (pく0.05).
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Figure 1. (b) ROI・basedcomparisons of BP of [11C]doxepin in the left cerebral hemisphere. 
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Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia in the elderly, 

characterized by degeneration of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons innervating the cortex, 

amygdale, and hippocampus1・2>. Reduced choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) activity, one of 

the markers of cholinergic deficits in AD, is correlated with severity of senile plaques3>. 

ChAT activity is also associated with profound cognitive impairments, such as loss of 

memory, learning and attention in AD3.4>. Relationship between cholinergic deficits and 

cognitive function is now directly shown by neuroimaging studies using positron emission 

tomography (PET)5'6>. 

Several compounds such as (S）ー［11C]methylnicotine (11C-nicotine）η，N-[11C]methyl-

4-piperidyl aceぬte(11C-MP4A）町， N-[11C]methyl-piperidin-4・ylpropionate(PMP) (11C-

PMP）町，［5-11C-methoxy]donepezil(11C-donepezil)1町weredevelopedぉ P町 ligandsfor 

visualizing the central cholinergic activity, and applied in clinical studies on AD. 11C-

Nicotine is only an indicator of nicotinic receptors. Because 11C-MP4A and 11C-PMP are 

substrate of acetylcholine esterase (AChE) and rapidly converted to the hydrolyzed product 

especially in regions of high AChE activity, their concentrations strongly depend on flow. 

On the other hand, 11C田 donepezilcan be an indicator of to凶 cholinergicterminals, and is a 

relatively stable radiotracer. The metabolite of 11C-donepezil counted for only 5% of the 

total radioactivity present in the brain at 60 min after i吋ectionof 11C-donepezil11). Our 

previous study using this ligand10> showed that AD patients exhibited reduction of donepezil 

binding in the brain even in the early stage, and that longitudinal evaluation by 11C-
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donepezil enabled determination of AChE binding occup釦 cyof oral administered 

donepezil. 

There is abundant evidence that the basal forebrain cholinergic system plays a m勾or

role in cognitive function, especially in the domain of attention. Cholinergic fibers from 

the nucleus b鎚 alisof Meynert (nbM) to the cerebral cortex are associated with visual 

attention while fibers to the hippocampi are involved in working memory12>. Stimulation 

of cholinergic pathways by nicotine enhances cognition, especially attention both in healthy 

adults13> and AD patie附 14>. A previous study on AD treated with donepezil showed. that 

visual selective attention tasks could be sensitive markers to detect treatment response1S>. 

Kadir et al. revealed that 11C-nicotine binding in the right frontal lobe and bilateral parietal 

lobe significantly associated with attention in AD patien胞の． Bohnen et al. showed that 

temporal AChE activity measured by 11C-PMP wぉ significantlycorrelated with attention in 

AD附. While agreement of these PET studies reported AChE activity was correlated with 

attention, there remains a controversy in the brain regions. We investigated relationship 

between regional 11C-donepezil binding and cognitive functions including attention in mild 

to moderate AD patients. We here present a representative cぉewith P町 dataof 11C-

donepezil that was responded by donepezil treatment. 

Methods 

Subjects : Subjec胞 inthis study were AD Patients who diagnosed by NINCDS-ADRDA 

criteria17). The patien包 whoalready were administered donepezil were excluded at initial 

visit the Osaki-T勾iriclinic. 

PEI': After bolus injection of 134～378 MBq of [11C]donepezil, a dynamic 3D scan wぉ

performed for 60 min. Arterialized venous blood samples were obtained from a medial 

cubi tal vein for ぉsessingblood RI activity. 

Analyses: Regions of interest (ROls) were drawn on striatum, thalamus, frontal, temporal, 

parie凶， occipital,anterior and posterior cingulate, and hippoc創npus. The ratio of the 

concentration in tissue to that in plasma at equilibrium W儲 calculatedas distribution 

volume (DV) by Logan’s graphical analysis. We also used average value of regional DVs 

as a representing value of donepezil binding in whole brain. 
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Clinicalそ併cts:In this study, we・ used Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE）鎚 global

cognitive function均， ClinicalGlobal Impression scale (COi) (3 grades evaluation: 0 pint ~2 

point）ぉ clinician’simpression, Digit Symbol (DigSm) from WAIS-Rぉ psychomotor

speed助， TrailMaking Test A (TMTA) as executive function, the subcategories of Cognitive 

Abilities Screening Instruments (CASI) as cognitive domains20・20. 

Procedures: The su句ec胞 receivedfirst PET and above the neuropsychological tests before 

orally, then the subjects orally took donepezil (5 mg/day) for 6 months. After that, they 

examine the second P町 andthe same neuropsychological testsぉ the6 months ago. 

Results 

The result was shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The DV which shows binding the 

donepezil in the brain decreased 200.1 from the first P回司 tothe second PET. The DV 

were declined the range from 122.2 to 245.8 between the first PEf and the second PEf in 

each ROis (Table 1). There was no change in MMSE score (Table 2). The 

neuropsychological tes臼 wereimproved 2 point in DigSm, 5 second in T恥灯'A,and 2 point 

in Abstraction and Judgement. Some tes包 declinethe scores, 2 point in Remote Memory, 2 

point in Manipulation and Concentration, 1 point in List-generating fluency. The 

impression of medical doctor improved 1 point in COi. 

Comment 

In this study, Tlv灯'Aand DigSm were improved, so it supports the results of Kadir et al6>. 

Kadir et al. used the nicotin-tracer, however, we used the donepezil-tracer. Although one 

subject case report, we directly indicated the effect of donepezil, especially about attention. 
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Table 1. Distribution volume on first PET組 dsecondPEf. 

First PET SecondPEf 
Stria佃m 17.5 12.1 
Thalamus 16.5 9.8 

Frontal lobe 14.0 8.7 
Temporal lobe 14.2 9.7 
Parietal lobe 14.7 8.8 
Occipital lobe 14.1 7.9 
Anterior cingula胞 13.6 8.3 

Posterior cingulate 14.2 9.4 
E五ppocampus 13.0 9.7 

A笠旦星空ofDV 14.7 9.3 

Table 2. Neuropsychological也stsscore on血efirst PEf and second PEf. 

First PET Second PET 

L岱1SE 15 15 

Dig Sm 23 25 
TMTA (sec) 150 145 

CASI 

Cl remote memory 10 8 

C2 recent memory 4 5 
C3 attention 2 6 
C4 manipulation and concentration 6 4 

C5 orientation 13 13 

C6 visual construction 10 10 

C7abs伽 ction組 dfluency 3 5 
C8 list-generating fluency 4 3 

C9！担但径abilities 9 9 

h仏lfSE=Mi皿MentalState Examination 
τMTA=Tr，泊Im紘血gtest A 

CASI=Co伊itiveabilities Screening Insturument 
Cl-C9=Co伊itivedomains of CASI 
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IX. 1. Beginners Training for Safe Handling of Radiation 
and Radioisotopes in Tohoku University 

Baba M., Yamazaki H., Miyata T., and Iwata R. 

Cyclotron and Radioisoto戸 Center,Tohoku Universi砂

During 2007, the beginners training for safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes 

in Tohoku University was conducted in three courses as usual: 

1) Radiation and Isotopes, 2) X-ray Machines and Electron Microscope, and 3) 

Synchrotron Radiation (SOR). The training wぉ heldtwice a year, May and November, 

under the help for lectures and practice from various dep訂tmen臼andresearch institutes of 

the university. 

Lectures in English which were started in November of 2002 were continued for 

studen包 and/orresearchers who are not so familiar with Japanese language, by using PC 

projector and text of copies of view graphs (English clぉs). The membership of the 

English class is almost constant as shown later. 

The training for ”Radiation釦 dRadioisotopes”is for persons who use unshielded 

radioisotopes and accelerators, and has been conducted from 1977. The conten臼 of

lectures and practices are shown in Table 1. The order and content of the lecture wぉ

slightly modified from 2005 aiming at better understanding by trainees: the lecture on “the 

effect of radiation on human”was moved to the second to give stronger motivation for the 

training course and the following lectures. Along with the change, a new introductory 

lecture of “Introduction to radiation" was newly prepared as the first lecture to provide 

knowledge required to understand the lecture of “the effect of radiation on human”. In the 

fiscal year of 2007, the training wぉ performedfor 499 persons ( 17 persons in the English 

class). The departments or institutes to which they belong are given in Table 2. 

The training for ”X-ray machines and electron microscopes”started at the end of 

1983. The training is scheduled twice a year at the same time as that for ”Radiation and 

Radioisotopes”・ Inthis course, only lectures are given with no practice. The contents of 
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the lectures and the distributions of trainees are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 

The number of trainees was 395 (37 in the English class). 

The training for the ”Synchrotron Radiation" began at the end of 1995. The 

con ten臼 ofihe lectures are the same as those of the radiation and radioisotopes but no 

practice. In 2007, the number of trainees of the SOR course was 94 (11 in the English 

class). 

Table 1. Contents of the lectures and practices for safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes泊 2007.

Lectures ( one day) 

Introduction to radiation 

Effects of radiation on hwnan 

Radiation physics and me郎 町ements

Chemis仕vof radioisotopes 
Radiolo2ical protection ordinance includin_g video 

Safe handlin_g ofradioisotooes 

Prac!!ces ( one day) 

Trea回 entof unsealed radioactive solution 

Measurement of surf ace contamination姐 ddecontamination 

Table 2. Dis凶butionof回 ineesfor “Radiation and Radioisotopes”in 2007. 

Department S阻ff Student Total 

CYRIC 6 7 

Medicine 11 61 72 

Den tis釘y 2 22 24 
Pharmacy 。 45 45 
Science 3 66 69 
Enitlneerin_g 5 87 92 
A e:riculture 63 64 
Research Institutes 19 99 118 

’The others 4 4 8 

Total 46 453 499 
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Table 4. Distribution of tr，剖neesfor“X-rav machines and日 copes”in 2007. 
Department Staff Student Total Enclish class 

Medicine 1 2 3 。
Dentis住y 1 。 1 。
Pharmacy 1 13 14 。
Science 2 22 24 3 
En国neerinii 15 164 179 15 
Research Institutes 28 141 169 19 

’The others 。 5 5 。
Total 48 347 394 37 

Table 5. Dis凶butionof仕泊neesfor “Synchrotron radiation”in2007 
Department Staff Student Total Enelish Class 

Science 。 5 5 。
Enweerinii 7 22 29 4 

Research Institutes 14 46 60 7 

To阻1 21 73 94 11 
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IX. 2. Radiation Protection and Management 

( 1) Overview 

Miyata T人YukiH人YamazakiH人BabaM人andNakae H.2 

1 Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tolwku University 
2 Japan Radiation Protection Co吋 Ltd.

During the fiscal year of 2007, research and education in the center were conducted 

as active as usual. 

In May 2007, we received the inspection by“Monbu-kagakusho”（the Ministry of 

Education and Culture, Sports, Science and Technology), and the application for increase of 

maximum amount of 1241 for use in CYRIC wぉ accepted.

The measurement of radioactivity concentration which was started along with the 

reorganization of national university in 2004 is continued periodically but the observed 

level was low enough generally. Devices and gas counters with automatic sample changer 

for radioactivity concen町ationmeasurement (samplers, a.B automatic counters) were 

routinely used without serious problems by several radiation facilities in Tohoku 

University. 

(2) Unsealed radio nuclides used in CYRI C 

The species and amounts of unsealed radio nuclides handled in CYRIC during the 

fiscal year of 2007 are summarized in Table 1. The table includes the isotopes produced 

by the cyclotron as well as those purchased from the Japan Radio Isotope Association or 

taken over from other radioisotope institutes. 

(3) Radiation exposure dose of individual worker 

The exposure doses of the workers in CYRIC during 2007 are given in Table 2. 

The doses were sufficiently lower than the legal dose limits. 
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( 4) Radiation monitoring of the workplace 

Radiation dose rates inside and ou臼ideof the controlled areas in CYRI C were 

monitored periodically and occasionally when needed. They were generally below the 

legal dose limits al though there are several “hot spo句” inmSv /hr range like slits or beam 

stopper of the 930 cyclotron and so on. Surf ace contamination levels of the floors inside 

the controlled areas were also measured with a smear method and a survey meter method. 

They were under the legal regulation levels. 

( 5) Wastes management 

The radioactive wastes were delivered to the Japan Radio Isotope Association twice 

in the fiscal year of 2007. 

The concentration of radioisotopes in the air released from the stack after filtration 

was monitored with stack gas monitors. The values of concentration were well below the 

legal regulation levels. The radioactive water was stocked in the tanks at least for 3 days 

and then released to the sewerage after confinning that the concentration was lower than the 

legal regulation levels. 

Radioactive organic scintillator waste was treated periodically by incinerator 

provided by Fuji-kogyo Co.Ltd. The incinerator was overhauled last year. 
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Table 1. Unsealed radioisotopes used in each building of CYRIC d町泊g血efiscal year of 2007. 
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